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Interactions between 3´ untranslated regions (UTRs) and RNA-binding 
proteins (RBPs) play critical roles in post-transcriptional gene regulation. 
Metazoan genomes encode hundreds of RBPs and thousands of 3’ UTRs 
have been experimentally identified, yet the spectrum of interactions 
between 3´UTRs and RBPs remains largely unknown. Several methods are 
available to map these interactions, including protein-centered methods 
such as RBP immunoprecipitation (RIP) and cross-link immunoprecipitation 
(CLIP), yeast three-hybrid assays and RNAcompete. However, there is a 
paucity of RNA-centered approaches for assaying an RNA element of 
interest against multiple RBPs in a parallel, scalable manner.  
Here, I present a strategy for delineating protein-RNA interaction 
networks using a gene centered approach. This approach includes 
annotating RBPs and identifying physical interactions between an RNA of 
interest and these RBPs using the Protein-RNA Interaction Mapping Assay 
(PRIMA). Few RBPs have been experimentally determined in most 
eukaryotic organisms. Therefore I show that existing RBP annotations can 
be supplemented using computational predictions of RNA binding domains 
(RBD) from protein sequences. A single RNA of interest can be tested using 
PRIMA against a library of RBPs constructed from these annotations. 
PRIMA utilizes the green fluorescent protein (GFP) in yeast as a reporter. 
VI 
 
PRIMA is based on reconstitution of the interaction between the 5´ and 3´ 
ends of an mRNA, which increases mRNA stability and enhances 
translation. PRIMA recapitulates known and uncovers new interactions 
involving RBPs from human, Caenorhabditis elegans and bacteriophage 
with short RNA fragments and full-length 3´UTRs. The development of RBP 
prey libraries will enable the testing of 3´UTRs against the hundreds of 
RBPs, which is essential to gain broad insights into post-transcriptional gene 
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Proper gene expression is vital to organismal development and                 
responses to environmental cues. Regulation of gene expression occurs at                   
multiple levels including transcriptionally, post-transcriptionally, and           
post-translationally. Transcriptional and post-translational regulation of           
gene expression have long been a focus of genomics and systems biology,                       
however post-transcriptional gene regulation has not received the same                 
attention. Regulation by micro RNAs (miRNAs) is being increasingly                 
studied, but few large scale analyses of messenger RNA (mRNA)                   
regulation by RNA binding proteins (RBP) have been performed to date. 
Many aspects of an mRNA’s life cycle are regulated by RBPs                     
including splicing, 3’ end formation, nuclear-cytoplasmic export,             
localization, translation and stability (Moore, 2005; Glisovic ​et al 2008;                   
Martin and Ephrussi, 2009; Mitchell and Parker, 2014). The current                   
understanding is that mRNAs do not exist alone, but rather as                     
ribonucleoprotein complexes (RNPs) (Keene 2007, Mitchell and Parker               
2014). At the onset of transcription an mRNA receives a                   




eIF4E, the cap binding protein. The elongating transcript then interacts with                     
additional RBP and RNP complexes including splicing proteins, small                 
nuclear RNPs, exon junction proteins, and polyadenylation factors (Moore                 
2005). In most cases, the mRNA is polyadenylated at its 3’ end and                         
subsequently bound by the polyA binding protein, Pab1p (Mangus ​et al.                     
2003). 
In the cytoplasm, mRNAs primarily exist in three general states:                   
active translation, repression or degradation (Buchan and Parker 2009).                 
The circularization of the 5’ and 3’ ends of the mRNA serves to promote                           
active translation and prevent degradation of the transcript (Wells ​et al.                     
1998, Coller ​et al. ​1998, Gray ​et al. ​2000). The 5’ and 3’ ends are bound by                                 
eIF4E and Pab1p, respectively. Both bind the scaffold protein, eIF4G,                   
thereby circularizing the transcript and promoting translation through               
enhanced ribosome binding (Wells ​et al. ​1998). Further, the closed-loop                   
scaffold provides a framework for the regulation of translation and decay by                       
trans-acting RBPs (Szostak and Gebauer, 2013) (Figure 1.1). 
RBPs can regulate the mRNA state by affecting ribosome                 
recruitment, initiation and elongation (repression). During ​Drosophila             












Figure 1.1: Three general states of an mRNA. In the cytoplasm, mRNAs                       
primarily exist in three general states: active translation, repression or                   
decay. The mRNA is bound at the 5’ and 3’ ends by eIF4E and Pab1p,                             
respectively (center). Formation of the closed-loop by eIF4E results in                   
efficient translation (top). RBPs which block this interaction result in                   





Cho ​et al. ​2005, Beckmann ​et al. ​2005). For instance, ​oskar mRNA is                         
regulated through its 3’ untranslated region (UTR) by the protein Bruno.                     
Bruno interacts directly with eIF4E thereby disrupting the translation                 
competent form of the closed-loop (Nakamura et al. 2004). The ​caudal                     
mRNA is repressed in a related manner by Bicoid which binds the 3'UTR                         
and recruits d4EHP. This paralog of eIF4E binds the 5’ cap but does not                           
associate with the eIF4G scaffold protein (Cho ​et al. ​2005). Lastly, the                       
msl-2 ​mRNA is inhibited by Sex-lethal (SXL) through dual mechanisms.                   
SXL binds to the 3'UTR of ​msl-2 and prevents binding of the 43S ribosomal                           
preinitiation complex to the mRNA. Complexes which escape this first level                     
of repression are then blocked from scanning to the downstream                   
translation initiation codon​ ​(Beckmann ​et al.  ​2005). 
RBPs can regulate the mRNA state by recruiting deadenylation and                   
decapping factors that disrupt the closed-loop and destabilize the transcript                   
(decay). Entry into mRNA decay typically begins with shortening of the                     
poly(A) tail and removal of the 5’ cap followed by exonuclease degradation                       
at the 5’ and 3’ ends (Garneau et al. ​2007). In ​Saccharomyces cerevisiae ​,                         
HO mRNA is regulated by two different RBPs, Puf4p and Puf5p (Hook ​et                         
al. ​2007, Chritton ​et al. ​2010). The RBPs bind to separate elements in the                           
HO ​3'UTR and decrease ​HO ​mRNA stability by promoting deadenylation                   




recruits the deadenylase Ccr4p (via Pop2p) and the decapping factor                   
Dhh1p (via Eap1p) (Goldstrohm ​et al. ​2007, Blewett and Goldstrohm                   
2012). Additionally, Puf5p represses translation ​in vitro independent of its                   
effects on ​HO ​ stability (Chritton ​et al.  ​2010).  
C. elegans glp-1 ​illustrates the regulation of a single 3'UTR by many                       
RBPs. GLP-1 is a conserved protein that is essential for germline                     
development. ​glp-1 mRNA is present throughout development, however               
GLP-1 protein is only expressed at distinct points (Crittenden ​et al. ​1994)                       
(Figure 1.2). The ​glp-1 ​3’UTR was determined sufficient for patterning of                     
GLP-1 expression and subsequent mutation of the 3'UTR determined there                   
were two regions which exhibited control over the temporal (TCR) and                     
spatial (SCR) expression patterns (Evans​ et al. ​1994). 
The regulation of ​glp-1 ​3'UTR elements by several RBPs was                   
discovered through a combination of approaches. GLD-1 and POS-1 were                   
postulated to be regulators based on correlative expression patterns and                   
phenotypes (Marin and Evans 2003, Ogura ​et al. ​2003). SPN-4 was                     
suspected based on its physical association with POS-1 (Ogura ​et al.                     
2003). MEX-3, MEX-5 and OMA-1 were associated with ​glp-1 ​through                   
‘protein-centered’ studies where the RBP was in focus (Pagano ​et al. ​2007,                       





Figure 1.2: Combinatorial regulation of a 3’UTR by RBPs. The ​glp-1 3’UTR                       
contains two ​cis ​-regulatory regions, SCR and TCR. Embryogenesis               
proceeds in an orderly fashion from the distal to proximal gonad then the                         
two- and four-cell stages. GLP-1 protein is expressed in Zone 1 of the                         
distal gonad and the anterior blastomeres of the four-cell stage (green).                     





with ​glp-1 ​. In total, two decades of research has identified numerous                     
regulators but few studies have taken an unbiased, comprehensive                 
approach to identifying physical or regulatory interactions between mRNAs                 
and RBPs. A new approach towards identifying physical interactions                 





Conceptually, there are two approaches for dissecting interactions with, or                   
regulation of 3'UTRs by RBPs: protein-centered and gene-centered (Figure                 
1.3). ​Protein-centered approaches begin with an RBP of interest and seek                     
to determine the 3'UTRs it binds; whereas, a gene-centered approach                   
begins with the 3'UTR and seeks to determine the RBPs which bind it.                         
Protein-centered approaches include ​in vivo ​interaction detection methods               
such as RBP immunoprecipitation (RIP) and cross-link immunoprecipitation               
(CLIP) or RBP specificity determination through electrophoretic mobility               
shift assays (EMSA), systematic evolution of ligands by exponential                 





Figure 1.3: Comparison of gene- and protein-centered approaches. There                 
are two approaches to identifying mRNA-RBP interactions:             
protein-centered and gene-centered. Protein-centered methods begin with             
a protein of interest and test for interactions amongst a set of RNAs or                           





al. ​2009). A major gene-centered approach is RNAi where the expression                     
of a target mRNA or protein is assessed following the knockdown of                       






The primary ​in vivo protein-centered techniques are RIP and CLIP                   
(Keene ​et al. 2006, Ule ​et al. ​2003). In both methods a given RBP is                             
immunoprecipitated (IP) from cell lines and the bound RNAs are identified                     
using microarrays or RNA sequencing (Keene ​et al. 2006, Ule ​et al. ​2005).                         
The main difference is that with CLIP a cross-linking step is added before                         
IP. The advantage of cross-linking is that more stringent washes can be                       
utilized without losing lower affinity interactions. Both RIP and CLIP have                     
been used to study the ​C. elegans RBPs FBF-1/2, RNP-8, and GLD-1                       
(Kershner ​et al. ​2010, Kim ​et al. ​2010, Wright ​et al. ​2011, Jungkamp ​et al.                             
2011). 
The primary ​in vitro techniques include EMSA, SELEX and                 
RNAcompete. In all three methods a purified RBP is tested against a series                         




EMSAs, an RNA is labeled radioactively (​e.g. ​32​P) or fluorescently (​e.g.                     
fluorescein) (Pagano ​et al. 2011). The labeled probe is incubated with                     
purified protein and native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) is                 
performed. Binding by an RBP decreases the mobility of the probe.                     
Quantitative measurement of the RBP-RNA interactions can be assessed                 
by comparing binding of multiple protein concentrations against a fixed                   
concentration of RNA (Pagano et al. ​2011). Additionally, the RBP                   
specificity can be quantitatively assessed by making single nucleotide                 
mutations in the RNA and measuring the binding affinities. The specificity                     
of multiple ​C. elegans ​RBPs has been determined using this approach                     
(Pagano ​et al. ​ 2007, 2009, Farley ​et al. ​ 2008, 2012, Kaymak ​et al. ​ 2013).  
SELEX and RNAcompete both test a purified RBP against a library of                       
short RNA sequences. In SELEX, the RBP is incubated with a randomized                       
pool of purified RNAs (Tuerk and Gold 1990, Ellington and Szostak 1990).                       
The RBP is captured then the bound RNAs are eluted and reverse                       
transcribed into complementary strands of DNA (cDNA). The DNA is                   
amplified via polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and transcribed back into                   
RNA for subsequent rounds of selection. After multiple rounds, the DNA is                       
sequenced and the enriched sequences are compiled into a representative                   
binding motif. In RNAcompete, the library of RNAs is synthesized on an                       




helps ensure that individual RNA sequences are well represented in the                     
library and it enables detection of bound RNAs on the same microarrays                       
following a single round of selection. SELEX and RNAcompete have both                     
been used to determine RNA binding specificities of several ​C. elegans                     
RBPs (Pagano ​et al. ​ 2009, Kaymak ​et al. ​ 2013, Ray ​et al.  ​2013). 
Protein-centered approaches are not ideal for research directed at                 
understanding the regulation of a single 3'UTR. The primary reason is that                       
there are hundreds of potential RBPs in eukaryotic organisms. To test all                       
RBPs each technique would have to be performed hundreds of times.                     
Additionally RIP and CLIP require suitable antibodies or epitope-tagged                 
RBPs thus limiting broad use of these techniques. EMSA, SELEX and                     
RNAcompete require protein purifications increasing the workload for each                 
individual experiment. RNAcompete has been performed for hundreds of                 
purified RBPs, however the resulting RNA binding motifs are often short                     
and degenerate (Ray ​et al. ​2013). These motifs are found in thousands of                         
3'UTRs, therefore additional assays are needed to test physical and                   









In comparison, gene-centered approaches such as RNAi enable               
direct testing of a single mRNA against many RBPs ​in vivo ​. In particular,                         
transgenic cell lines and animal strains can be constructed wherein green                     
fluorescent protein (GFP) is constitutively expressed from an mRNA                 
containing a 3'UTR of interest. The expression patterns can be visualized                     
via fluorescence microscopy. ​Regulatory interactions by RBPs can be                 
determined by evaluating GFP expression following RNAi of RBPs                 
(Pagano ​et al. ​2009, Kaymak ​et al. ​2013). This is a valuable approach and                           
has the necessary throughput for testing hundreds of RBPs. Missed                   
interactions can result due to subtle regulation, redundancy, and context                   
dependent interactions. Also, interactions determined by RNAi are               
regulatory and therefore cannot be determined to occur through direct                   
physical interaction without secondary assays. 
When this project began, yeast three-hybrid (Y3H) was the best                   










Figure 1.4: Diagram of Y3H. A) Y3H tests RNA-RBP interactions using two                       
fusion proteins and one fusion RNA. A DNA-binding domain (DB) - MS2                       
fusion protein binds to an RNA through two fused MS2 binding sites                       
localizing the RNA upstream of a reporter gene. An RBP - activation                       
domain (AD) fusion protein is coexpressed. If the RNA-RBP interaction                   
occurs the AD is recruited upstream of the reporter thereby activating                     
reporter expression. B) In protein-centered Y3H, a library of randomized                   
RNA encoding plasmids are transformed into yeast containing the RBP-AD                   
fusion and plated on selective media. If interactions occur with any                     
transformed RNA the resulting yeast cell grows to form a visible colony.                       
The selected colonies can be sequenced to identify the interacting RNA                     
and a composite RBP binding site can be determined. C) In gene-centered                       
Y3H, a library of RBP-AD encoding plasmids is transformed into yeast                     
containing the MS2 binding site - RNA encoding plasmids. If interactions                     
occur with any transformed RBP the resulting yeast cell grows to form a                         







interest is transcribed with two covalently attached high affinity sites for the                       
bacteriophage MS2 coat protein (MS2). The RNA is constitutively                 
expressed from an RNA polymerase III promoter and contains a RNAseP                     
5’ leader sequence that promotes nuclear retention of the transcript.                   
Additionally a DNA binding domain (DB) - MS2 fusion protein is                     
co-expressed. The fusion protein serves to tether the RNA upstream of a                       
reporter gene (​e.g. ​HIS3 ​) by binding the RNA (via MS2) and DNA binding                         
sites (via DB) (SenGupta ​et al. ​1996, Zhang ​et al. ​1999). To test for an                             
RNA-RBP interaction, the RNA ‘bait’ yeast is transformed with a RBP ‘prey’                       
that is fused to a TF transcription activation domain (AD). If the RBP                         
interacts with the RNA element then the AD is recruited to the reporter                         
gene thereby promoting reporter expression. 
HIS3 ​and ​LacZ are frequently used as reporter genes. ​HIS3 is                     
essential for the biosynthesis of histidine and therefore yeast does not grow                       
without the addition of exogenous histidine to the media. Additionally, low                     
levels of 3-aminotriazole (3-AT), a competitive inhibitor of His3p, can be                     
added to the media to increase selective pressure against low level                     
reporter expression. Reporter activation is detected by assessing yeast                 
growth on media lacking histidine and including 3-AT. ​LacZ encodes the                     
beta-galactosidase protein. This enzyme converts the colorless compounds               




ortho-Nitrophenyl-β-galactoside (ONPG) into blue and yellow compounds,             
respectively. Reporter activation is detected by measuring the amount of                   
color produced in the presence of either compound. 
Y3H has been successfully utilized in both protein- and                 
gene-centered configurations. The largest efforts using Y3H have centered                 
on dissecting the nucleotide binding specificity of Pumilio/FBF (PUF) family                   
members (Wickens ​et al. ​2002). In a collection of works, PUF RBPs were                         
tested in a protein-centered manner ​vs. ​a library of randomized Y3H RNA                       
baits (SenGupta ​et al. ​1999, Bernstein ​et al. ​2005; Opperman ​et al. ​2005,                         
Stumpf ​et al. ​2008, Koh ​et al. ​2009) (Figure 1.4B). Bait RNAs were                         
transformed into a yeast strain that expressed a PUF-AD prey and utilized                       
the ​HIS3 reporter. Thousands of individual colonies were screened                 
following growth on selective media. Individual baits were sequenced to                   
determine the interacting RNA elements and composite representations of                 
each PUF RBP specificity was determined. As with other protein-centered                   
assays, these specificities were used to predict target 3'UTRs which were                     
bound by the given RBP. Physical interactions were assessed using Y3H                     
and the ​LacZ ​ reporter, or with orthologous assays such as EMSAs. 
Most work used Y3H in the protein-centered configuration, however,                 
it was initially utilized in a gene-centered manner (Wang ​et al. ​1996, Zhang                         




elegans sex determination identified 17 different gain-of-function mutants               
within a five nucleotide stretch of the ​fem-3 ​3'UTR (Ahringer and Kimble                       
1991). Additional evidence suggested that a post-transcriptional regulator               
was present in the worm germline, however the identity remained unknown                     
(Ahringer ​et al. 1992). Y3H was used with the ​HIS3 ​reporter to identify the                           
regulatory RBPs. The wild-type ​fem-3 ​3’UTR element was the bait and a                       
cDNA library of RBP-AD fusion preys was transformed into the bait strain                       
(Figure 1.4C). Screening selected colonies identified two closely related                 
fem-3 ​binding factors, FBF-1 and FBF-2 (Zhang ​et al. ​1997). Subsequent                     
Y3H and RNAi experiments confirmed these proteins as regulatory factors                   
that directly bound the ​fem-3 ​ 3'UTR. 
Despite successful application of Y3H as a gene-centered method it                   
has not been widely used to the study individual 3'UTRs. There are several                         
potential, non-trivial explanations for this. First, there is a large drop in                       
signal strength for RNA baits longer than 150 nucleotides (nt) (Zhang ​et al.                         
1999). The majority of metazoan 3'UTRs are longer than 150 nt (Mangone                       
et al. 2010, Ulitsky ​et al. ​2012, Derti ​et al. 2012) and would therefore be                             
ineffective Y3H baits. Second, Y3H RNAs are transcribed by RNA                   
polymerase III which is terminated by a tetrauridine signal (Zhang ​et al.                       
1999). 3'UTRs are particularly uridine rich and many contain tetrauridine                   




et al. 2012). Thus testing many full-length 3'UTRs would be challenging                     
using Y3H. Theoretically, an RNA polymerase II system without the same                     





Briefly, ​C. elegans ​is a hermaphroditic nematode with 959 somatic                   
cells. It is transparent, easy to culture and many techniques for genetic                       
manipulations have been developed. In particular, transgenic strains can                 
be generated including those which constitutively express GFP mRNAs                 
fused to a 3’UTR of interest (Merritt ​et al. ​1998). Additionally, mutant                       
strains and RNAi clone libraries are available for the removal /                     
downregulation of RBPs (Caenorhabditis Genome Center, Fraser ​et al.                 
2000, Kamath ​et al.  ​2003) 
Development in ​C. elegans is an ordered process. There are two                       
gonad arms which produce both sperm and oocytes (Hubbard and                   
Greenstein, 2005). Within each gonad gametes move from the distal region                     
proximally towards the vulva in an orderly fashion. In the distal region, a                         
population of nuclei mitotically divide in syncytium replenishing the                 




progress proximally they form cell walls and enter meiosis. Development                   
continues as the oocyte moves through the loop and proximal regions. As                       
the oocyte passes the spermatheca it is fertilized and the egg is laid at the                             
two-cell stage of the embryo (Hubbard and Greenstein, 2005). 
Transcription is absent from early regions of the germline until the                     
4-cell stage embryo (Seydoux ​et al. ​1994, 1996, 1997). This suggested that                       
the primary means of gene regulation in the ​C. elegans ​germline is                       
post-transcriptional. Transgenic strains for 30 genes with reported germline                 
expression patterns were generated to test this hypothesis (Merritt ​et al.                     
2008). The 3'UTR of each gene was cloned downstream of a GFP:Histone                       
2B (H2B) reporter driven by the germline ubiquitous ​pie-1 ​promoter​.                   
Transgenic strains were generated via microparticle bombardment and               
randomly integrated into the genome. 17 distinct expression patterns were                   
observed following examination of the resulting strains. Comparisons of the                   
resulting expression patterns to those reported for the endogenous proteins                   
showed concordance for 24/30 strains. The strains which did not match                     
reported expression patterns were sperm-specific genes. In summary, the                 
study demonstrated that 3'UTRs are sufficient for many germline                 
expression patterns. Additional studies have identified many RBPs which                 









The goal of this project was to develop an approach for testing a                         





The spectrum of ​C. elegans ​RBPs was not known. Cursory                   
examinations of public databases and computational predictions identified               
92 and 319 candidate RBPs indicating the total number of RBP was in the                           
hundreds (Lublin and Evans 2007, Wang ​et al. ​2009). There was a clear                         
need for a dedicated analysis of the ​C. elegans ​proteome and literature                       
similar to that performed for ​C. elegans ​transcription factors (TFs)                   
(Reece-Hoyes ​et al. ​2005). This database of ​C. elegans RBPs could then                       





Curation of the ​C. elegans ​RBPs involved computational predictions                 
of protein sequences coupled with manual annotation of RBPs with direct                     
experimental evidence (Figure 1.5A). Known RNA binding domains were                 
identified from literature and domain signatures were used to scan the ​C.                       
elegans ​proteome for high scoring sequences. Additionally, homologs of                 
known RBPs were identified. Lastly, RBPs were identified through a                   
directed literature search of ​C. elegans  ​and RNA binding proteins. 
 
2) Develop an assay for detecting 3'UTR-RBP interactions in a                   
gene-centered manner 
 
The goal for this assay was to enable detection of physical                     
interactions in a gene-centered manner. Additionally, interactions were to                 
be detected in pair-wise and condition independent manners to remove                   
complicating factors such as developmental or environmental states.               
Ideally, the method was designed in a scalable manner to enable future                       
large scale screens. Lastly, emphases were placed on developing a                   
cell-based system wherein the bait RNA was in a functional environment. 
The assay was designed such that reporter mRNA activation by a                     









Figure 1.5: Outline of a gene-centered approach to RNA-RBP                 
interactaction mapping. A) The proteome of ​C. elegans ​was                 
computationally analyzed to determine proteins sequences with one or                 
more RNA binding domains. The computationally determined list was                 
filtered manually to remove spurious predictions and to add literature                   
curated RBPs that were missed. B) An assay was developed which                     
enables the specific activation of the GFP reporter gene in yeast when an                         
interaction occurs between an RNA and RBP. This assay is gene-centered,                     
meaning that an individual RNA bait strain can be tested against a library of                           
RBP preys. C) RNA-RBP interactions were tested in a pair-wise manner                     
and those with increased signals were considered preliminary physical                 






use of standard genetic techniques including integration of the                 
bait-encoding DNA and subsequent transformation of the RBP prey library.                   
This enables direct pair-wise testing of interactions in a condition                   
independent manner. Additionally, the intact cellular environment places               
the interaction in a functional context. Lastly, yeast based assays can be                       





To demonstrate the effectiveness of the gene-centered approach a                 
single 3'UTR was tested against a library of RBPs (Figure 1.5C). The ideal                         
candidate for this is the ​C. elegans glp-1 3'UTR because there are several                         
known RBPs which bind to and regulate it. Also, there may be additional                         
unknown RBPs. To perform the test a subset of the curated, ​C. elegans                         
germline expressed RBPs were tested in the assay. Comparisons were                   
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Generating the right protein at the right place, the right time, and the                         
right levels is critical during all aspects of life. Multiple levels of gene                         
regulation coordinate the precise expression of genes throughout               
development and in response to environmental cues and insults. In                   
genomics and systems biology, much attention has focused on the                   
elucidation of regulatory networks involving transcription factors (TFs) or                 
microRNAs (miRNAs) (Martinez and Walhout 2009; Arda and Walhout                 
2010). These networks include interactions in which these factors both                   
regulate and are regulated by other molecules (Reece-Hoyes ​et al. 2011;                     
Bartel 2009; Deplancke ​et al. 2006; Martinez ​et al. 2008; Harbison ​et al.                         
2004; Arda ​et al. 2010). RNA binding proteins (RBPs) are another                     
important class of gene regulators; however, the regulatory networks in                   
which they function remain largely uncharacterized. 
Although TFs bind DNA and miRNAs interact with mRNAs, RBPs can                     
interact with the entire spectrum of RNAs. These RNAs occur throughout                     
the cell and can take on a vast array of functions, including serving as                           
templates for protein synthesis (mRNA), participating as structural               




snRNA), and providing regulatory activity to modulate transcription,               
translation and chromatin structure (miRNA, siRNA, piRNA, lncRNA) (Lee                 
and Schedl 2005, Steitz 2008; Moore and Proudfoot 2009; Carthew and                     
Sontheimer 2009; Wahl ​et al. 2009). Physical interactions between RNA                   
and RBPs are crucial to RNA regulation, for instance, to mediate precise 
mRNA 3’ end formation, splicing, localization, stability, and translation. As a                     
result of these physical interactions, RBPs can control transcript                 
localization, levels, and translation (Shepard ​et al. 2003; Glisovic ​et al.                     
2008). 
In contrast to RBPs, TFs are rapidly being characterized at a systems                       
level using genome-scale methods such as chromatin immunoprecipitation               
(ChIP) and yeast one-hybrid assays (Walhout 2011). Among other findings                   
these studies have demonstrated degenerate DNA binding of TFs,                 
extensive combinatorial complexity of interactions between TFs and gene                 
promoters, as well as both specific and promiscuous protein interactions                   
between divergent members of the same TF family (Deplancke ​et al. 2006;                       
Badis ​et al. 2009; Grove ​et al. 2009; Zinzen ​et al. ​2009). The systems-level                           
characterization of TFs has been greatly facilitated by high-confidence                 
predictions of which genes in a genome encode such proteins                   




et al. 2009). However, such compendia are not yet available for RBPs in                         
multicellular model organisms. 
Here, we present a compendium of predicted RBPs for the nematode                     
Caenorhabditis elegans (wRBP1.0). We have used wRBP1.0 to begin the                   
analysis of RBPs at a genome-wide level, using publicly available datasets.                     
We found that RBP-encoding mRNAs have more alternative isoforms,                 
longer 3’ untranslated regions (UTRs), and more alternative               
polyadenylation (APA) sites than other mRNAs. In addition, RBP gene                   
promoters interact with more TFs, RBP mRNAs are bound by more RBPs,                       
and the 3'UTRs of RBP-encoding mRNAs are targeted by more miRNAs.                     
Finally, RBPs are phosphorylated more frequently than other proteins.                 
Together, our compendium and analyses provide a first step toward the                     
characterization of RBP regulatory networks in ​C. elegans and serve as a                       










To curate the compendium of putative RBPs in ​C. elegans ​, we                     
searched the proteome (version WS219) for each of 17 RBDs [see the                       
section RNA binding domains (RBDs)] based on domain sequence                 
signatures from the unified InterPro database (Quevillon ​et al. 2005; Hunter                     
et al. 2009). Proteins were annotated for the presence of each domain                       
using four separate databases (see Materials and Methods) and each                   
protein possessing one or more RBD was included in the compendium.                     
Low-confidence calls were removed (see Materials and Methods), and the                   
curations were supplemented with RBPs that we identified from the                   
literature but that were missed in the computational search. Of the total                       
RBP set, 67% were identified by more than one method, which illustrates                       
the robustness of our predictions (Figure 2.1A). Furthermore, the initial list                     
contains greater than 93% of proteins that were previously curated as RNA                       
binding (Wang ​et al. 2009), which illustrates the sensitivity of our method. It                         
is important to note that we increased the number of putative C. elegans                         
RBPs by almost threefold relative to this study (from 319 to 887). Two                         
major reasons for this include the inclusion of additional RBDs and protein                       
classes (​i.e. ​, dsRBDs, ribosomal proteins, C2H2 zinc fingers, SAM                 
domains) and the inclusion of additional RBPs possessing each domain                   









Figure 2.1: Venn diagrams of: A) Cross-validation of programs used by                     






RBPs (177 of 269) annotated in Gene Ontology and UniProtKB databases                     
as ‘RNA binding’ were included, again demonstrating high sensitivity                 
(Figure 2.1B) (Gene Ontology Consortium 2000; Uniprot Consortium 2009).                 
Next, we manually evaluated 96 RBPs that were not included in our initial                         
list but that were annotated as RNA binding by Gene Ontology, UniProtKB                       
or Wang ​et al ​. 2009. After careful consideration, we judged 16 of these to                           
be candidate RBPs, whereas we did not have sufficient confidence to                     
include the other 80 (data not shown). Finally, we determined that                     
wRBP1.0 includes 220 of 230 protein listed in RBPDB (Cook ​et al. ​2011)                         
including 22 of 23 proteins with experimental evidence of RNA binding                     
[AIN-1 is associated with the miRNA silencing complex but does not                     
require RNA for binding (Wormbase.org)]. Altogether, this generated a final                   





We identified a set of 17 RBDs by literature searches for proteins that                         








Figure 2.2: wRBP1.0. Pipeline for ​C. elegans RBP predictions. RBDs were                     
predicted from WormBase protein annotations then filtered and literature                 





genes into four groups based on whether they are more likely to bind and                           
regulate RNA in a gene-specific or nonspecific manner. Many RBPs                   
contain multiple RBDs; however, only 10 of 887 genes contain domains                     
from two or more different groups (Table S2.2). The classification of these                       
10 genes was first based on the presence of a sequence or                       
structure-specific RBD. 
 
Group 1: Gene-specific RBDs that bind RNA in a sequence-specific                   
manner: This group contains eight RBDs that mediate binding to specific                     
mRNAs in a sequence and/or structure-specific manner (Figure 2.2). RNA                   
binding by these domains has been demonstrated for several individual                   
proteins ​in vitro ​, and gene-specific binding has been detected for several                     
proteins ​in vivo (Table S2.1) (Ryder ​et al. 2004; Bernstein ​et al. 2005;                         
Opperman ​et al. ​2005; Pagano ​et al. 2007; Farley ​et al. 2008; Pagano ​et al.                             
2009; Kershner and Kimble 2010; Wright ​et al. 2010). Direct,                   
sequence-specific RNA binding has been shown for some ​C. elegans                   
RBPs, but the vast majority remains untested. For instance, GLD-1 (KH                     
domain) and FBF-1 both bind specific sequences ​in vitro (Ryder ​et al.                       
2004; Bernstein ​et al. 2005) and associate with specific mRNAs ​in vivo                       







manner: RBDs within Group 2 bind RNA in a gene-specific manner in vivo ​.                         
However, contrary to Group 1 RBDs, the means for this RNA binding                       
specificity are unknown or occur in a manner that is not inherent to the                           
RBD itself ​(i.e ​., the domain contributes to RNA binding affinity rather than                       
specificity). For instance, the argonautes ALG-1 and ALG-2 bind miRNAs                   
through their PAZ/PIWI domains. Complementary base pairing by these                 
miRNAs directs targeting of these proteins to specific mRNAs. Out of the                       
17 RBDs considered, four are placed in this group: helicase, PAZ, PIWI,                       
and NTF2, altogether encoding 169 proteins. 
 
Group 3: Putative gene-specific RBDs: Group 3 proteins are predicted to                     
bind RNA in a gene- and sequence-specific manner. However, we have                     
separated Group 3 proteins from those in Group 1 because their RBDs                       
could be involved not only in RNA binding but also in DNA binding, or                           
protein-protein interactions, thus making the prediction of their function                 
ambiguous (see Table S1 for references). For instance, ​Xenopus laevis                   
TFIIIA can bind both DNA and RNA through various combinations of its                       
C2H2 zinc fingers (Theunissen ​et al. ​1992; Lu ​et al. 2003). All proteins with                           




will mediate RNA binding (​e.g. ​, many C2H2 zinc fingers occur in TFs that                         
bind DNA). Group 3 contains three of the 17 RBDs and 226 genes. 
 
Group 4: Non-gene-specific RBPs, with some exceptions: The fourth group                   
contains RBDs that typically do not bind RNA in a gene-specific manner.                       
Many essential factors involved in general gene expression are in this                     
group, including ribosomal proteins, transfer RNA-binding proteins,             
translation initiation factors, core splicing proteins and RNA degradation                 
proteins such as ribonucleases and exosome components. Two of the 17                     
domains are included in this category and because many general RBPs                     
lack clear domains, additional proteins are included based upon                 






RBPs have been proposed to both fine tune gene expression as well                       
as drive tissue and stage-specific gene expression (Blencowe 2006;                 
Glisovic ​et al. 2008). Therefore, we hypothesized that RBPs may, as a                       




tested this hypothesis using the wRBP1.0 compendium and several                 
publicly available datasets. 
Transcriptional regulation mediated by the binding of TFs to gene                   
promoters provides a first and important level of regulation. There are 937                       
predicted TFs encoded by the ​C. elegans genome (Reece-Hoyes ​et al.                     
2005; Reece-Hoyes ​et al. 2011), and binding of 22 of these TFs (~2%) has                           
been examined by ChIP-seq (Gerstein ​et al. 2010). Based on these data,                       
we found that promoters of RBP genes are bound by more TFs than                         
promoters of other genes (Figure 2.3A). Both gene-specific and general                   
RBP promoters are bound by significantly more TFs (p<1e-9), indicating                   
that transcriptional regulation is an important first step toward RBP                   
expression. Importantly, these data were obtained using transgenic TF                 
fusion strains. Because transgenes are often silenced in the germline (Cui                     
and Han 2007) where many RBPs are expressed, it is possible that our                         
analyses underestimate the enrichment. Further, this analysis was based                 
on only 22 TFs; future studies will reveal the generality of our observation. 
We next analyzed publicly available RBP-mRNA interactions. We               






Figure 2.3: RBPs are extensively regulated by TFs and RBPs. A) More TFs                         
bind to RBP promoters than the promoters of other genes B) RBPs bind to                           
a higher proportion of RBP-encoding mRNAs. C) RBP genes are more                     
frequently spliced than other genes. *p<0.05,**p<0.005, relative to               





2010) and found that 73% of RBP mRNAs are bound by at least one RBP,                             
compared with only 35% of the total transcriptome (Figure 2.3B). The                     
number of RBP mRNAs from Group 4 bound is even greater (86%). Our                         
result is consistent with Gene Ontology enrichment analysis performed in                   
the original studies that retrieved enrichment for ‘RNA binding’ and ‘Nucleic                     
acid binding’ terms, respectively (Kim ​et al. 2010 and Kershner and Kimble                       
2010). 
The binding of RBPs to mRNAs affects numerous steps of an                     
mRNA’s lifecycle, including alternative splicing (Blencowe 2006; Glisovic ​et                 
al. 2008). To test whether ​C. elegans RBP-encoding mRNAs are more                     
extensively spliced than other genes, we evaluated the number of protein                     
isoforms per RBP-encoding gene by using comprehensive WormBase               
annotations. Approximately one-quarter of the 887 RBP-encoding genes               
(212; 23.9%) encode multiple isoforms, which is significantly more than the                     
14.4% of genes that undergo alternative splicing in the entire genome                     
(Figure 2.3C). An even greater percentage of mRNAs encoding                 
gene-specific RBPs in Group 1 are alternatively spliced (30.4%; Figure                   
2C). Through alternative splicing, the total number of RBPs increased by                     
more than 40% (from 887 genes to 1242 proteins) and, interestingly, the                       









3'UTRs affect gene expression via interactions with RBPs and                 
miRNAs (Bartel 2009; Kuersten and Goodwin 2003). Concordantly, C.                 
elegans 3'UTRs contain numerous conserved sequence elements that may                 
interact with miRNAs or RBPs (Mangone ​et al. 2010; Jan ​et al. 2011).                         
Using comprehensive 3'UTR annotations (www.UTRome.org), we found             
that RBP-encoding mRNAs have significantly longer 3'UTRs, with a median                   
length of 156 nucleotides (nt), compared with 129 nt for the whole                       
transcriptome (Figure 2.4A). The 3'UTRs of gene-specific RBP mRNAs                 
(Group 1) are even longer (215 nt), whereas general RBPs have shorter                       
3'UTRs (Group 4; 100 nt).  
Longer 3'UTRs can contain more regulatory sites, which implies that                   
gene-specific RBPs may be more heavily regulated via their 3'UTRs,                   
whereas general RBPs may be less extensively regulated. To test this, we                       
first assessed the degree to which miRNAs target RBP 3'UTRs relative to                       













Figure 2.4: RBPs are extensively regulated through 3'UTRs A) RBP                   
transcripts have longer 3'UTRs. B) RBP 3'UTRs are more heavily targeted                     
by miRNAs. C) More miRNA families target RBP 3'UTRs. D) 3'UTR                     
annotations show that more RBPs utilize alternative 3'UTRs, and E) that                     
RBP genes have more alternative 3'UTRs. F) Combined miRNA target                   
predictions and 3'UTR annotations reveal that APA affects predicted                 
miRNA targeting. *p<0.05,**p<0.005, relative to proteome, hypergeometric             






the miRNA seed sequences (Bartel 2009). We used target predictions from                     
TargetScan for all ​C. elegans 3'UTR sequences experimentally determined                 
by 3P-Sequencing (3Pseq) (Jan ​et al. 2011). TargetScan predicts miRNA                   
targets based upon stringent seed pairing as well as site number, type,                       
context, and conservation (Bartel 2009). Comparison of RBP-encoding               
mRNA 3'UTRs to the 3'UTRs of all C. elegans ​mRNAs revealed that                       
significantly more RBP 3'UTRs are predicted targets of miRNAs (Figure                   
2.4B). Furthermore, significantly more miRNA families target each               
gene-specific RBP 3'UTR compared with all 3'UTRs, indicating a potential                   
for increased combinatorial complexity (Figure 2.4C). In contrast, general                 
RBPs showed no significant difference in miRNA targeting compared to the                     
total transcriptome. 
It is important to note that these predictions are based on                     
conservation of the site in multiple species and availability of the site in                         
folded RNA. This implies that the increased number of miRNA families                     
targeting 3'UTRs is not solely a consequence of 3'UTR length. To confirm                       
this, we compared RBP 3'UTRs with similar length 3'UTRs from the total                       
transcriptome by binning 3'UTRs by length (Figure 2.5). This analysis                   
confirmed that, among the shortest 3'UTRs (​i.e. ​, the first two quartiles),                     











Figure 2.5: Quartile binned boxplots of miRNAs targeting RBP 3'UTRs ​vs.                     





We further evaluated miRNA targeting to RBP 3'UTRs using                 
predictions made by mirWIP (Hammell ​et al. 2008) and argonaute ALG-1                     
bound 3'UTRs determined using cross-link immunoprecipitation (Figure             
2.6) (Zisoulis ​et al. 2010). Both of these analyses showed that RBP 3'UTRs                         
are indeed more frequently targeted by miRNAs, which further supports the                     
observations made with TargetScan predictions. 
Alternative 3'UTR usage provides additional unique sites of               
regulation for miRNAs and RBPs or, conversely, can eliminate regulatory                   
sites for these same factors. Recently, it has been shown that shortening of                         
3'UTRs by alternative polyadenylation (APA) alters protein expression in                 
proliferating cells, an effect partly attributed to the loss of miRNA binding                       
sites (Sandberg ​et al. 2008; Mayr and Bartel 2009). Using 3'UTR                     
annotations determined by 3P-Seq (Jan ​et al. 2011), we found that more                       
RBPs use APA and that RBPs possess more distinct 3'UTRs than the total                         
transcriptome (Figures 2.4D,E; results with 3'UTRome annotations were               
consistent, data not shown). Once again, the effect was especially                   
pronounced for gene-specific RBPs (Group 1). We calculated the number                   
of genes in which APA eliminates all predicted targeting sites for one or                         
more miRNA family, thereby preventing miRNA repression and increasing                 













RBPs could evade potential repression by at least one miRNA family using                       
APA, a fraction that is more than twice that of the total transcriptome                         





Posttranslational modifications provide another mechanism to create             
protein diversity. In particular, phosphorylation can affect the ability of                   
proteins to function and/or interact with binding partners (Deribe ​et al.                     
2010). To evaluate the degree to which RBPs are phosphorylated, we                     
interrogated phosphoproteome data that were obtained by tandem mass                 
spectrometry of synchronized adult worms and that identified 6,780                 
phosphorylation sites on 2,373 proteins (Zielinska ​et al. 2009). Because                   
many factors can affect the ability for certain proteins to be detected in                         
mass spectrometry, we corrected for potential biases by normalizing the                   
frequency of detected RBPs in each group by a separate mass                     
spectrometry study that analyzed the proteome of mixed stage worms and                     




























entire proteome (Figure 2.8A). Furthermore, gene-specific RBPs (Group 1)                 
have significantly more phosphorylation sites per protein than the total                   
proteome (Figure 2.8B). In contrast, general RBPs (Group 4) are less                     
frequently phosphorylated, although this group still contains more               
phosphorylation sites than entire proteome. This finding confirms the                 
enrichment for the Gene Ontology term ‘RNA binding’ in the mass                     
spectrometry dataset (Zielinska ​et al. 2009). The increased level of RBP                     





Group 1 RBPs are conceptually analogous to TFs in that they are predicted                         
to bind to and regulate genes in a specific manner. Thus, we compared the                           
characteristics of gene-specific RBPs in Group 1 to those of TFs. Although                       
RBPs and TFs both have more isoforms than the general proteome, RBPs                       
have significantly more isoforms compared with TFs (Figure 2.9A). This                   
finding is interesting because RBPs often contain multiple RBDs that are                     
differentially included in different isoforms, whereas most ​C. elegans TFs                   













Figure 2.8: RBPs are extensively regulated post-translationally. A) More                 
RBPs are phosphorylated. B) RBPs have more phosphorylated residues                 












Figure 2.9: Comparison of gene-specific RBPs (Group 1) to TFs. A)                     
Comparison of alternative isoforms, TF binding, miRNA targeting, RBP                 
binding and phosphorylation. B) Gene-specific RBPs have more TFs bound                   
to promoters relative to TF genes. C) Gene-specific RBPs and TFs have                       
3'UTRs targeted by more miRNA families. *p<0.005, relative to proteome,                   






promoter than per TF promoter, which indicates that there may be more                       
combinatorial complexity in the transcriptional regulation of RBP genes, or                   
in the generation of tissue-specific gene expression patterns (Figure 2.9B).                   
Both RBPs and TFs are predicted to have 3'UTRs that are more frequently                         
targeted by miRNAs, and there is no difference between the numbers of                       
distinct miRNA families that target their 3'UTRs (Figure 2.9A, C). However,                     
there was a large, significant difference involving binding by RBPs:                   
RBP-encoding mRNAs are more frequently bound by RBPs than TF                   
mRNAs and mRNAs in general (Figure 2.9A). This difference could be                     
attributed to an expression bias since RBP mRNAs are enriched in the                       
germline (Wang ​et al. 2009) and should therefore be reevaluated after the                       
determination of additional RBP-mRNA interaction data, including that of                 
RBPs expressed in the soma. Finally, phosphorylation of both RBPs and                     
TFs is significantly enriched relative to the proteome, but RBPs are more                       





We present wRBP1.0: a comprehensive compendium of ​C. elegans RBPs.                   




(Reece-Hoyes ​et al. 2005, 2007; Grove ​et al. 2009; Reece-Hoyes ​et al.                       
2011) we expect that wRBP1.0 will be an invaluable resource for the                       
creation of ORF-based clone collections, the delineation of RBP expression                   
patterns, and RBP regulatory networks. Using wRBP1.0 and several                 
publicly available genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic datasets, we               
found that RBPs are extensively regulated at each level. A question that                       
remains is why an organism extensively regulates its RBPs. One attractive                     
possibility is that individual RBPs mediate precise gene regulation under                   
different developmental or environmental conditions or in distinct cells or                   
tissues within the animal. Such diverse functionalities could potentially be                   
greatly facilitated by a combination and layering of the different                   
transcriptional and posttranscriptional regulatory mechanisms.         
Furthermore, it is likely beneficial to the animal to be able to rapidly                         
decrease the level or activity of different RBPs, such that downstream                     
target gene expression can change rapidly as well. Many of the regulatory                       
trends we observed are more pronounced for gene-specific RBPs, ​i.e.​,                   
those we predict to function analogously to TFs. There are nearly four                       
times more genes predicted to encode TFs than gene-specific RBPs in the                       
C. elegans genome (937 vs. 251) (Reece-Hoyes ​et al. 2011; this study).                       
Strikingly, however, gene-specific RBPs have more alternative isoforms               




suggest that despite fewer gene-specific RBP genes than TF genes in the                       
C. elegans ​genome, regulatory mechanisms can increase the repertoire of                   
RBPs, thereby diversifying their regulatory capacity. Related analyses have                 
been performed in the unicellular eukaryote ​Saccharomyces cerevisiae               
(Mittal ​et al. 2009, 2011). Using a list of putative RBPs (Hogan ​et al. 2008),                             
RBP mRNAs were shown to have shorter half-lives, greater abundance,                   
and greater ribosome occupancy (Mittal ​et al. 2009). Additionally, it was                     
shown that RBPs are more abundant, have longer half-lives, and                   
decreased noise (Mittal ​et al. ​2009). These trends were more pronounced                     
for ribosomal RBPs and for RBPs with high connectivity, as defined by                       
interaction data. Combined with complementary analyses in this study it is                     
clear that RBPs exhibit properties distinct from the total                 
transcriptome/proteome. It also is evident that gene-specific/low             
connectivity RBPs exhibit properties distinct from non gene-specific/high               
connectivity RBPs. Altogether, wRBP1.0 provides a starting point for the                   
generation of RBP clone resources that can be used in system-level                     









wRBP1.0 was curated by computationally predicting RBD-containing             
proteins in the ​C. elegans proteome (WS219). A FASTA file containing the                       
amino acid sequences of all protein coding isoforms in the WS219 release                       
was downloaded from WormBase (http://wormbase.org/). This file was               
analyzed using a locally installed Unix version of the InterProScan software                     
(iprscan v4.6; InterPro release 24.0; accessed September, 15, 2010)                 
(Quevillon ​et al. 2005; Hunter ​et al. 2009) using default settings. Iprscan                       
takes the amino acid sequence of each protein as its input and then uses                           
several different applications to search specific databases of domain                 
signatures. The output of iprscan is all recognizable protein domains in that                       
protein sequence. The results were filtered to include only those domains                     
that were identified by Pfam, SMART, Superfamily or ProSite (Punta ​et al.                       
2012; Letunic ​et al. 2012; Wilson ​et al. 2009; Sigrist ​et al. 2010) because                           
these applications were most effective at detecting RBDs (data not shown).                     
Results were then manually filtered to include only those proteins that                     
possess one or more of 17 RBDs (Table S2.1). Of note is the RGG box, an                               
RBD that was not included as an independent entry by any of the tools                           
used (although it is contained within the specific Pfam domain definition                     
FXR1P_C which encompasses two RRM domains and one RGG box).                   




sequence and structural determinants have not been well defined. We                   
therefore only included RGG box proteins in our list that have been                       
implicated in the literature as RNA binding. The list was manually checked                       
to verify the presence of known ​C. elegans RBPs and to eliminate false                         
positive predictions, as enumerated below. Five proteins were removed                 
from wRBP1.0 because the computationally predicted domains were much                 
longer or shorter than known RBDs, and we were not confident in their                         
predictions as RBDs based upon visual assessment (R12B2.5, T03G11.3,                 
D2005.1, Y82E9BR.19, and R11H6.5). One protein was removed because                 
it is currently annotated as a pseudogene in Wormbase (C06A1.4). Two                     
proteins were removed due to the lack of characteristic zinc finger                     
homology (Y60A9.3, R03D7.7). 12 RBPs were added based upon                 
published reports that demonstrated or strongly predicted RNA binding                 
(C18G1.4, C50E10.4, M04B2.1, R06F6.1, R144.7, T12F5.5, Y18D10A.17,             
Y48G8AL.6, Y53C12B.3, ZK1127.1, ZK1236.3, ZK381.4). Sixteen RBPs             
were added following secondary searches of genes annotated as                 
‘RNA-binding’ according to Gene Ontology, UniProtKB, or Wang ​et al. 2009                     
(Wang ​et al. 2009; Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000; UniProt Consortium,                   
2009) based upon manual inspection of all 96 RBPs using information                     
found on Wormbase.org. Wormbase indentified several proteins with               




translation initation factors (T01C3.7, F53A2.6, R04A9.4, C05D9.5,             
Y57A10A.30) tRNA binding proteins (C41G7.1, F29C4.6, C49H3.10) and               
additional general factors (C12D8.11, C41G7.1, F29C4.6, C49H3.10,             
C11D2.7, C15C6.4, C48B6.2, F08B4.7) that were missed in our initial                   
screen. 
Genome-wide datasets were downloaded from their respective             
databases or publications. TF binding data was obtained from (Gerstein ​et                     
al. 2010). RIP-Chip data for three RBPs was obtained from (Wright ​et al.                         
2010; Kershner ​et al. 2010; Kim ​et al. 2010). 3’UTRs were from 3’UTRome                         
annotations, kindly provided by Marco Mangone. These annotations are                 
reflective of two independent large scale datasets (Mangone ​et al. 2010;                     
Jan ​et al. 2011). TargetScan miRNA target predictions were downloaded                   
from http://www.targetscan.org/worm_52/ based on predictions that           
corresponded to 3’UTRs determined using 3P-Seq (Jan ​et al. 2011).                   
mirWIP target predictions (Hammell ​et al. 2008) were kindly provided by                     
Molly Hammell. ALG-1 targets were downloaded from the UCSC genome                   
browser using intersection of the ALG-1 binding sites (Zisoulis ​et al. ​2010)                       
with a custom track composed of the aforementioned 3’UTRome                 
annotations. Protein phosphorylation sites from synchronized adult worms               
were obtained from (Zielinska ​et al. 2009). All data were compiled into a                         




number of distinct proteins encoded by a single gene according to                     
WormBase annotations. TF and RBP binding events as determined by                   
ChIP-Seq and RIP-Chip were assigned to their respective genes according                   
to the original publications. The number of miRNAs predicted to target each                       
gene was defined as the number of unique miRNA families with one or                         
more conserved sites predicted in any of the gene’s 3’UTRs. miRNA                     
targeting was defined to affect a gene when 1+ miRNA target site was                         
gained/lost in an alternative 3’UTR. miRNA predictions are based on data                     
from (Jan ​et al ​. 2011) and therefore the analyses of alternative 3’UTRs and                         
their effects on miRNA targeting were based upon the same dataset. The                       
number of post-translational modifications per protein was calculated from                 
the number of unique residues that were phosphorylated. The number of                     
binding events or post-translational modifications was calculated for each                 
RNA/protein isoform and then combined non-redundantly for each gene.                 
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The post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression is vital to                 
organismal development and homeostasis. Post-transcriptional gene           
regulation affects many aspects of an mRNA, including splicing pattern, 3´                     
end formation, nuclear-cytoplasmic export, localization, translation and             
stability (Glisovic ​et al. ​2008). These processes are controlled by physical                     
interactions with different RBPs that often occur through the 3´UTR (Moore                     
2005, Szostak and Gebauer 2013). 
In the last years, thousands of 3´UTRs have been experimentally                   
defined in several model organisms (Ulitsky ​et al. ​2012, Derti ​et al. ​2012,                         
Mangone ​et al. ​2010, Jan ​et al. ​2011). In addition, compendia of RBPs                         
have been predicted or experimentally determined that frequently               
encompass ~5% of all protein-coding genes (Tamburino ​et al. ​2013,                   
Castello ​et al. ​2012, Baltz ​et al. ​2012, Gerstberger ​et al. ​2014). Thus, there                           
is a vast matrix of potential interactions between 3´UTRs and RBPs that                       
needs to be explored. 
Several assays are available for the study of interactions between                   




can be used to identify the mRNAs that associate with an RBP ​in vivo                           
(Hafner ​et al. ​2010). ​In vitro methods to characterize the binding specificity                       
of RBPs include electrophoretic mobility shift (Pagano ​et al. ​2011) and                     
RNAcompete (Ray ​et al. ​2009) assays that can be used to test binding of                           
individual RBPs to single or multiple RNA elements, respectively. These                   
methods are relatively limited because they require suitable anti-RBP                 
antibodies and/or purified RBPs. Other methods include yeast three-hybrid                 
(Y3H) assays (SenGupta ​et al. ​1996) that are based on transcription and                       
can be used to study RNA-RBP interactions in the milieu of the yeast                         
nucleus. Y3H assays are limited by the length and sequence of the RNA.                         
These limitations present large challenges for the study of 3´UTR-RBP                   
interactions because the majority of metazoan 3´UTRs are longer than the                     
Y3H limit and contain many tetrauridine sequences which prevent their                   
testing in Y3H (Zhang ​et al. ​1999). However, RNA-centered methods that                     
enable, in a single experiment, the identification of the repertoire of RBPs                       
that can bind individual 3´UTRs or other RNA elements are lacking. 
  Here, we present PRIMA, an RNA-centered ​P​rotein-​R​NA ​I​nteraction               
M​apping ​A​ssay that can be used to study RNA-RBP interactions with a                       
variety of RNA elements or 3´UTRs and different RBPs within the                     
cytoplasm of yeast cells. PRIMA is based on the endogenous function of                       




and interacts with the 5´ end through the scaffold protein, eIF4G, and the                         
cap binding protein, eIF4E, thereby stabilizing the mRNA and increasing                   
translation of the mRNA into protein (Mangus ​et al. ​2003). We reasoned                       
that we could reconstitute this interaction by using a reporter mRNA that                       
encodes GFP and replacing its poly(A) tail with a selected RNA element                       
(​e.g. ​, a 3´UTR) of interest, and fusing a candidate interacting RBP to                       
Pab1p (Figure 3.1A). When the RBP binds the RNA element, Pab1p                     
interacts with the 5´ end of the reporter resulting in mRNA stabilization and                         
production of GFP. To remove the poly(A) tail from the reporter mRNA, we                         
added a ​cis ​-encoded, self-cleaving hammerhead ribozyme to the 3´ end of                     
the mRNA, just 5´ of the poly(A) tail. As a result, ribozyme catalysis                         
removes the poly(A) tail post-transcriptionally (Dower ​et al.  ​2004). 
The first step for a PRIMA experiment is to generate a yeast strain                         
harboring an mRNA comprising the GFP open reading frame, a generic ​C.                       
elegans ​unc-54 3´UTR and an RNA element of interest. This RNA element                       
is referred to as the ‘RNA bait.’ The RNA bait strain is subsequently                         
transformed with a plasmid encoding a fusion between an RBP (the ‘prey’)                       






Figure 3.1 PRIMA design and experimental workflow. A) In PRIMA,                   
RNA-RBP interactions are measured by GFP expression from a reporter                   
mRNA or ‘RNA bait.’ RBP ‘preys’ are fused to Pab1p, which binds the                         
translation initiation machinery when bound to the 3´ end of the mRNA. The                         
GFP reporter mRNA including a minimal ​unc-54 ​3´UTR (gray) and an RNA                       
element of interest (red) is expressed without a poly(A) tail by using a                         
cis ​-encoded, self-cleaving hammerhead ribozyme (black). An RBP-Pab1p             
fusion protein (half-circles) is co-expressed with the reporter bait RNA.                   
When the bait mRNA and RBP prey do not interact the mRNA is unstable                           
and the GFP signals remain low. In contrast, when the RBP binds the RNA                           
element of interest, the mRNA is stabilized and translated resulting in                     
increased GFP levels. B) A yeast RNA bait strain is transformed with an                         
RBP-Pab1p-encoding plasmid. Multiple plasmids can be transformed in               
parallel. Independent colonies are isolated and grown to log phase in liquid                       
media. GFP expression is measured in ~50,000 cells per replicate using                     
automated flow cytometry. C) Data filtering. The 50% most uniform cells                     
are selected according the forward scatter (FSC, size) and side scatter                     
(SSC, granularity) profiles. Next, ‘non-zero’ GFP cells are selected to                   
ensure basal mRNA expression. The minimum fluorescence threshold               
(FL1>2048 ​i.e. fluorescence) was determined using GFP(-) control cell                 




their low background. Finally, the peak fluorescence was determined for                   
each replicate (see Supplementary Methods for details). D,E) The MS2BS                   
and HBE stem-loop RNA baits were tested with their known RBP partners,                       
MS2 and SLBP, respectively. Flow cytometry data is plotted as density ​vs.                       
fluorescence: positive interaction (green curve) and negative control               
interaction (gray curve). Dot plots show the peak fluorescence for each of                       





(Figure 3.1B). Once collected, the data is filtered to select cells of uniform                         
size and morphology. Next ‘non-zero’ GFP cells are selected and the peak                       
of the GFP expression population density is calculated for each replicate                     
(see Supplementary Methods for details, Figure 3.1C, Figure 3.2). 
  As a proof-of-concept we used two well-characterized RNA elements:                 
the bacteriophage MS2 stem-loop binding site (MS2BS) that interacts with                   
the MS2 coat protein (MS2) and the stem-loop binding element from the 3´                         
end of histone mRNAs (HBE) that binds the mammalian stem-loop binding                     
protein (SLBP) (Johansson ​et al. ​1998, Michel ​et al. ​2000). Each binding                       
site was tested against both RBPs to simultaneously assess PRIMA’s                   
sensitivity and specificity. Quantification by flow cytometry showed that                 
PRIMA could detect each test interaction with high specificity as only the                       
cognate pairs resulted in increased GFP expression (Figure 3.1D, 1E). 
We further assessed the sensitivity of PRIMA by introducing single                   
nucleotide point mutations in the MS2BS that confer interactions with MS2                     
of 66 nM and 300 nM ​in vitro affinities (Johansson et al. ​1998). As                           







Figure 3.2 Data filtering example. A) Population density plot of forward                     
scatter (FSC) ​vs. ​side scatter (SSC) values for cells collected by flow                       
cytometry. Darker regions indicate greater numbers of cells. The two plots                     
correspond to populations before and after the bivariate normal distribution                   
filter is applied. B) Histograms of fluorescence intensities for ​LacZ (GFP-)                     
and GFP with poly(A) tail (GFP+) baits. The lower fluorescence boundary                     






elevated GFP levels, while the low-affinity interaction with the 300 nM                     
MS2BS was not detected (Figure 3.1F). 
  Next, we tested several known interactions with RBPs from human                   
and ​C. elegans. Initial attempts failed to induce high levels of GFP                       
expression specifically (Figure 3.3A). There are several potential reasons                 
for low sensitivity, including poor expression of the bait or prey,                     
mislocalization of the RBP, for instance to the nucleus, or toxic effects of                         
RBP expression. To address these issues, we first tested whether the RNA                       
baits used were functional in PRIMA by introducing a high affinity MS2BS                       
to the 3´ end. Co-expression of MS2-Pab1p increased GFP for all baits                       
tested demonstrating that all baits are functional in PRIMA (Supplementary                   
Figure 3.3B). Second, we tested the effects of RBP expression in ​S.                       
cerevisiae ​. We obtained no or very few colonies upon transformation of                     
GLD-1 and MBNL1-encoding plasmids, suggesting that expression of               
these RBPs is toxic to yeast (Supplementary Figure 3.3C). Third, we tested                       
the functionality of the other RBPs by expressing them as an                     
RBP-MS2-Pab1p fusion protein and introducing these constructs into the                 
bait strain harboring a GFP reporter with a high affinity MS2BS                     
(Supplementary Figure 3.3D). GFP was increased for all six                 

















Figure 3.3 PRIMA control experiments A) Six binding sites were tested                     
against five RBDs. Individual replicates are shown in gray dots. Mean                     
fluorescence levels for each RNA-RBD pair are shown as bars for                     
SLBP-Pab1p (negative control, gray) and RBP-Pab1p (expected             
interaction, green). B) Test baits are functional in PRIMA. The pM MS2BS                       
was fused to six RNA elements. PRIMA with the MS2-Pab1p prey resulted                       
in large increases in GFP levels compared to control SLBP-Pab1p preys.                     
C) Two prey plasmids are toxic to yeast​. Equal amounts of prey plasmid                         
DNA was transformed into the Y1H-aS2 yeast strain. Three independent                   
replicates were performed and colonies were counted after three days of                     
growth on Sc –Leu agar media. D) Fusion preys are functional in PRIMA.                         
pM MS2BS and HBE baits were tested in PRIMA with RBD-MS2-Pab1p                     
preys along with MS2-Pab1p and SLBP-Pab1p controls. The pM MS2BS                   
bait specifically interacted with by all MS2-containing preys demonstrating                 
their expression and localization. The HBE bait interacted with both                   
SLBP-containing preys. E) The moderate 66 nM affinity MS2BS was fused                     
to the NOVA1 Recognition Element (RE) binding site and tested as a bait                         






that, with the exception of the two toxic RBPs, all baits and preys are                           
functional within the context of PRIMA. Therefore, we hypothesized that the                     
cognate RBP-mRNA interaction affinities may be below the detection limits                   
of PRIMA. 
We reasoned that the sensitivity of PRIMA could be improved by                     
including a high specificity, low affinity driver interaction adjacent to the test                       
interaction. To test this, we introduced a moderate (66 nM) or low affinity                         
(300 nM) MS2BS at the 3´ end of each bait RNA (Figure 3.4A).                         
Additionally, we added an MS2 protein to the preys to create                     
RBP-MS2-Pab1p fusion proteins. We fused the previously characterized               
SLBP and MS2 preys to test whether these modifications result in                     
enhanced sensitivity. Indeed, dramatic increases in GFP production were                 
obtained when the SLBP-MS2-Pab1p prey was tested with RNA baits that                     
are located next to either a moderate or low-affinity MS2BS (Figure 3.4B). 
  Next, we re-assayed the set of known RNA-RBP interactions using                   
the MS2 fusion strategy. The 300 nM low affinity MS2BS was fused to each                           
RNA bait because this sequence did not show background binding in the                       
presence of MS2-fused RBPs (Figure 3.3E). RNA-binding domains (RBD)                 
were used in place of full-length RBPs to reduce potentials for steric                       











Figure 3.4 Known RNA-RBP interactions can be detected by PRIMA. A)                     
RBDs were tested against for interactions with known binding sites using                     
PRIMA. The binding sites were fused to the low affinity MS2BS and tested                         
against RBD-MS2-Pab1p fusion proteins. Six binding sites were tested                 
against five RBDs. B,C) Fusion baits containing both HBE and weak affinity                       
MS2BS were tested against single RBP-Pab1p preys and               
SLBP-MS2-Pab1p (SLBP+) prey as a proof-of-concept. PUF-8-Pab1p is               
included as a non-binding negative control. D) Fluorescence levels for each                     
RNA-RBD interaction. SLBP-Pab1p (SLBP) and SLBP-MS2-Pab1p           
(SLBP+) preys were negative controls for each bait. Bars indicate the                     





different RNA baits were tested against an RBD prey (Figure 3.4A).                     
SLBP-Pab1p and SLBP-MS2-Pab1p were included as negative controls for                 
basal GFP expression and increases mediated by MS2 binding,                 
respectively. Previously characterized interactions were detected for all six                 
RNA baits (Figure 3.4D). Two sites, ​gld-1 FBF binding element (FBE) ​and                       
fog-1 ​fragment, were bound by FBF-2 (Bernstein ​et al. ​2005, Thompson ​et                       
al. ​2005). The ​nos-2 subC fragment was bound by MEX-3 (Pagano ​et al.                         
2009, Jadhav ​et al. ​2008). The NOVA-1 recognition element (RE)                   
(Buckanovich ​et al. ​1997) was bound by the human RBP and the                       
previously characterized Y3HRNA1 fragment was bound by PUF-8               
(Opperman ​et al. ​2005). The ​glp-1 ​SCR1 interaction with POS-1 was also                       
detected in PRIMA (Farley ​et al. ​2008, 2012). Overall this reference set                       
demonstrates that PRIMA can detect different types of RNA-RBP                 
interactions. 
Next, we asked whether PRIMA can detect RNA–RBP interactions                 
with full-length 3´UTRs as RNA baits. As baits we selected two ​C. elegans                         
3´UTRs, ​nos-2 ​and ​glp-1 ​, and tested these versus a mini-library of prey                       
RBPs. ​nos-2 ​and glp-1 ​are expressed in the germline and early embryo of                         
C. elegans ​(Crittenden ​et al. ​1994, Jadhav ​et al. ​2008)​. ​Therefore 40 RBPs                         
were selected from previously published RBP annotations (Tamburino ​et                 




mini-library included several well-characterized RBPs including POS-1 and               
PUF-5, which bind and regulate ​glp-1 ​(Farley ​et al. ​2008, Hubstenberger ​et                       
al. ​2012), and MEX-3 which binds and regulates ​nos-2 ​(Pagano ​et al.                       
2009). 
PRIMA detected five of six known interactions, including the                 
interaction between ​nos-2 and MEX-3 (Figure 3.5A). Further, we                 
recapitulated the binding of POS-1 to ​nos-2 (Jadhav ​et al. ​2008) (Figure                       
3.3a). Additionally, we recapitulated three well-characterized interactions             
between POS-1, PUF-5 and MEX-3 with ​glp-1 (Pagano ​et al. ​2009, Farley                       
et al. ​2012, Hubstenberger ​et al. ​2012, Ogura ​et al. ​2003) (Figure 3.5B).                         
The interaction between MEX-5 and ​glp-1 ​was not observed in PRIMA                     
(Pagano ​et al.  ​2007). 
PRIMA also detected novel interactions. MEX-1, C12D8.1, GRLD-1,               
and DAZ-1 bound to the ​nos-2 3´UTR. MEX-1and C12D8.1 bound to ​glp-1                       
3´UTR (GRLD-1 and DAZ-1 were just below the threshold.) Preliminary                   
PRIMA results with additional baits suggest that these preys bind many                     
UTRs and are likely non-specific RBPs (data not shown). In comparison,                     







Figure 3.5 A,B) Specific interactions were detected for two full-length                   
3´UTRs. Two sets of 8 biological replicates were measured for each prey.                       
The fluorescence intensity at the peak was measured for each and the two                         
highest and two lowest samples were removed. The remaining 12                   
replicates and the average intensity for each prey is shown. Preys with  
 
average intensity >1.20 fold compared to negative control are shown in                     
green (p<0.01). Preys are labeled on the x-axis and include the fusion of                         
MS2 to the prey (except for SLBP:Pab1p). A) The ​nos-2 3´UTR is                       
significantly bound by eight RBP preys and B) the ​glp-1 ​3´UTR is bound by                           
seven RBP preys. C) A subset of bound RNA preys were tested ​in vivo for                             
regulation using RNAi of RBPs in transgenic ​C. elegans strains wherein                     
PEST::GFP:H2B:3´UTR mRNA was expressed from the ​mex-5 ​constitutive               










We next tested the potential regulatory consequences of the                 
3’UTR-RBP interactions ​in vivo ​(Figure 3.5C, D). Single copy reporter                   
transgene PEST::GFP::H2B mRNA containing either the ​nos-2 ​or ​glp-1                 
3´UTR was expressed from the ​mex-5 promoter that drives in the ​C.                       
elegans germline. GFP expression was observed in the distal germline of                     
both strains, while proximal expression in the oocytes is low, as previously                       
described (Pagano ​et al. ​2009, Farley ​et al. ​2012). GFP levels increased in                         
the developing oocytes of the ​glp-1 3´UTR strain following RNAi of its                       
interactors ​puf-3 ​and ​puf-5 ​(Figure 3.5D)​. ​Additionally, GFP levels                 
increased in the posterior cells of the 4-cell stage embryo of the ​glp-1                         
3´UTR strain following RNAi of its interactor ​pos-1 ​as previously observed                     
(Farley ​et al. ​2012) (Figure 3.6). Furthermore, GFP levels increased in the                       
early embryo of the ​nos-2 3´UTR strain following RNAi of its interactor                       
mex-3 ​as previously observed (Pagano et al. ​2009) (Figure 3.6)​. RNAi was                       
performed against additional PRIMA positives that did not result in a                     
change in the pattern of GFP expression (Figure 3.5C). 
In summary, we have developed and validated PRIMA, a novel                   









Figure 3.6 The ​glp-1 and ​nos-2 ​3´UTRs are regulated by RBPs in the                         
embryo. Fluorescence images of germlines from Pmex-5::GFP::H2B::​glp-1             
3´UTR and Pmex-5::GFP::H2B::​nos-2 3´UTR strains are shown. GFP is                 
increased in the posterior cells of the 4-cell stage embryo of                     












All DNA sequences and plasmid configurations used in this manuscript are                     
available in Figure 3.7. 
 
The pADH1:GFP:​unc-54 ​:MCS:Ribozyme plasmid expression vector         
was generated using sequential PCR stitching and gap repair of DNA                     
constructs (Orr-Weaver ​et al. ​1983) into the pDest22 backbone (Life                   
Technologies). The S65T GFP sequence was amplified from pFA6:GFP                 
(kindly provided by Paul Kaufman). The shortest ​unc-54 3´UTR isoform is                     
included in all RNA baits. It was amplified from the 3´UTRome entry vector                         
(Mangone ​et al. ​2010). The multiple cloning site (MCS) and hammerhead                     
ribozyme were generated synthetically (Life Technologies). Binding sites               
were inserted into the multiple cloning site (MCS) of the expression vector                       






















The pGPD:eGFP:​unc-54 ​:HBE:Stem-loop:Ribozyme integration     
expression vector was generated from pAG303GPD-EGFP-ccdB (Alberti ​et               
al. ​2007) by inserting the 3´ end of               
pADH1:GFP:​unc-54 ​:HBE:Stem-loop:Ribozyme vector (this work) into the           
NotI/SalI (NEB, R3189S/R3138S) fragment. Additional RNA element             
constructs were generated by replacing the AflII/ClaI fragment with                 
synthetic oligos. 3´UTR constructs were generated by replacing the                 
EcoRI/ClaI fragment with PCR products amplified from ​C. elegans  ​cDNA. 
The pDest Pab1p vector was generated using a Gateway cassette                   
PCR product amplified from pGBKCg (Stellberger ​et al. ​2010) using                   
Platinum HiFi Taq (Invitrogen, 11304-011) and TA cloned into pGEMT                   
(Promega, A3600). The SacII/XhoI digested product was ligated into the                   
SacII/XhoI site of YCplac111-MS2–Pab1p (Amrani ​et al. ​2004) (kindly                 
provided by Allan Jacobson). The pDest MS2 Pab1p vector was generated                     
similarly using a separate SacII/SacII product ligated into the SacII site of                       
YCplac111-MS2–Pab1p. 
  RBDs were determined according to the literature (Supplementary               
Table 1) or using InterProScan software (Jones ​et al. ​2014). Domains                     
determined using InterProScan were extended by 30 residues on both                   
ends. Primers were designed using Primer3Plus (Untergasser ​et al. ​2007)                   




Gateway B1 and B2 tails were included on the forward and reverse                       





All assays were performed using the Y1H-aS2 yeast strain (Reece-Hoyes                   
et al. ​2011). Plasmid expressed baits were generated by yeast                   
transformations as previously described (Walhout and Vidal 2001) and                 
plated on synthetic complete (Sc) -Trp agar media. Integrated baits were                     
generated by transformation of yeast with NheI (NEB, #R3131S)-digested                 
plasmids plated on Sc -His agar media. PRIMA assay strains were                     
generated by yeast transformations of RNA-element harboring strains with                 
individual prey plasmids plated on Sc -Leu, -Trp (plasmid baits) or Sc -Leu,                         
-His (integrated baits). Individual colonies were picked and frozen at -80​o ​C                       
in 20 % glycerol prior to performing the assay. 
Assays were performed as follows: Thawed yeast strains were                 
inoculated in 200ul appropriate Sc liquid media in 96 deep well plates and                         
grown overnight at 30​o ​C with 200 rotations per minute (RPM) agitation.                       
10ul of overnight culture was diluted into 1 mL of fresh media and grown to                             




resuspended in 400ul of 1X Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS). Individual                   





The standard flow cytometry data files (FCS3.0) were exported from                   
BD Accuri C6 software and analyzed using custom R project software                     
(​http://www.R-project.org/​) and the FlowCore and FlowViz packages.             
Briefly, forward scatter (FSC), side scatter (SSC) and fluorescence (FL1)                   
measurements were imported for each sample. A lower FSC cutoff of                     
240,000 was applied as it corresponded to cellular debris (data not shown).                       
A uniform cell population (~50% of the population) was selected using the                       
FSC and SSC vectors and the norm2Filter function with scale factor=1.                     
Briefly, the norm2filter function fits a bivariate normal distribution to the                     
dataset and selects data points according to their standard deviation from                     
the fit. 
The resulting cells were plotted as fluorescence (FL1) ​vs. ​cell count                     
and the two clear peaks were observed for nearly all cell populations. The                         
low fluorescence peak overlapped with GFP-minus (​LacZ ​) control yeast,                 




peak overlapped with GFP+ control yeast with poly(A) tails. We selected all                       
‘non-zero’ GFP cells by using a lower FL1 cutoff of 2048 which                       
corresponded to the upper bound of GFP- control yeast. The population                     
density was smoothed using a kernel density estimate. The peak of the                       
density was determined for each sample. 8 replicates were tested for the                       
initial experiments with the MS2BS, HBE, and RBP binding site baits (Figs.                       
1 and 2). 16 replicates (two sets of eight) were collected for each 3´UTR                           
bait and the two highest and two lowest values were removed. The                       
average was calculated for the remaining 12 replicates from each bait-prey                     
pair. The average fluorescence for each test prey was compared to the                       
average SLBP:MS2:Pab1p negative control. Test preys with >1.20 fold                 





Knockdowns were performed using the RNAi feeding method as                 
described (Kamath ​et al. ​2003). The RBD entry clones were cloned into the                         
RNAi feeding vector construct L4440 using Gateway reactions and                 
transformed into HT115(DE3) cells. The transformed colonies were grown                 




(IPTG) at a final concentration of 0.4 mM for 4 hours. After induction the 50                             
ml cultures were concentrated 10- fold and 50 μl of the culture was added                           
onto NGM plates containing 1mM IPTG and 100 μg/ml Ampicillin. After                     
bleaching adult worms, in 0.5N NaOH and 2% clorox, eggs were washed                       
once with distilled water and plated onto these plates and kept at 25° C for                             
2 days before imaging. HT115 strain bacteria transformed with the empty                     
vector L4440 was used as the control RNAi. 
Adult worms were placed in 0.4 mM levamisole on to 2% agarose                       
pads before imaging. Embryo dissections were done in M9 solution and                     
dissected eggs were mounted on 2% agarose pads. DIC and GFP                     
fluorescence images were taken on Zeiss Axioscope 2 plus microscope                   
(Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) using an oil-immersion 40X objective.                 
Confocal images were taken under 40X magnification using Leica DMIRE2                   
microscope (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) using 488 nm excitation at a 100%                     











The PRIMA development process was designed as a series of                   
sequential milestones (Figure 4.1A). The PRIMA concept was based upon                   
naturally occurring processes that were learned through a directed                 
literature search. Next, proof-of-concept experiments were designed to test                 
the hypothetical model. Experimental processes were established             
including: cell growth conditions, reporter choice, detection methods and                 
reagent (vector) generation (Figure 4.1B). Next, PRIMA technological               
boundaries were tested (Figure 4.1B) including the range of affinities                   
resulting in detectable signals, the best types of yeast (mating type and                       





Numerous reporters can be used in yeast. Selection based reporters                   







Figure 4.1 PRIMA development flow chart A) PRIMA development was               
designed to occur in serialized fashion from concept generation through the                     





and has been deleted from many laboratory yeast strains. When deleted,                     
yeast cannot grow without exogenously supplied histidine. Thus ​HIS3 ​can                   
be reintroduced to the yeast under a new context where it reports on a                           
condition. When the condition occurs yeast growth results and the amount                     
of growth can be used as a qualitative or quantitative measure of reporter                         
signal. Other nutrient based reporters include ​TRP1 ​(tryptophan               
biosynthesis), ​LEU2 ​(leucine biosynthesis), ​ADE2 (adenine biosynthesis)             
and URA3 ​(uracil biosynthesis). The main advantage of ​HIS3 versus other                     
related reporters is that low or leaky levels of reporter expression can be                         
controlled by the addition of 3-aminotriazole (3-AT), a competitive inhibitor                   
of the His3p enzyme. The concentration of 3-AT can be adjusted according                       
to level of background expression. 
Enzymatic reporters including ​LacZ are also frequently used               
(Deplancke ​et al. ​2004). ​LacZ is an ​Escherichia coli ​gene encoding                     
beta-galactosidase. When yeast containing the ​LacZ ​gene are exposed to                   
the colorless 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-β-d-galactoside (X-gal), a blue           
compound is generated in an amount proportional to the level of the                       
reporter expression. The blue compound can be measured qualitatively by                   





Lastly, fluorescence based reporters including green fluorescent             
reporter (GFP) are commonly used. Yeast expressing GFP are excited by                     
a 488 nm laser and the signal emitted at higher wavelengths (typically 509                         
nm +/- 10) is detected. The signal can be detected by a fluorescence                         
microscope or measured quantitatively by fluorescence flow cytometer. 
All three reporters were considered for use in PRIMA each with                     
distinct advantages compared to the others. The main advantage of ​HIS3                     
and ​LacZ is that readout can be conducted by eye following yeast colony                         
growth on appropriate agar media. Additionally, many techniques for                 
robotic handling of yeast and automated image analysis have been                   
established enabling high-throughput data collection and analysis             
(Reece-Hoyes et al. 2011). The primary advantage of the GFP reporter is                       
that existing methodologies enable the measurement of precise signals in                   
single cells. Additionally, high-throughput technologies exist including             
automated fluorescent microscopy and flow cytometry. 
The ​LacZ ​reporter gene was tested in PRIMA using the known high                       
affinity interaction between the bacteriophage MS2 coat protein (MS2) and                   
its stem-loop RNA binding site (MS2BS). ​LacZ ​expression was assayed                   
using filter assays. Briefly, yeast were spotted onto nitrocellulose filters                   
placed on synthetic yeast agar media and grown overnight at 30 C. Next,                         




for 15 seconds. The filter was incubated for 1 hour in buffer containing                         
X-gal. High levels of ​LacZ ​expression were detected when the MS2-Pab1p                     
prey was tested against the MS2BS bait (Figure 4.2A). Low levels of ​LacZ                         
expression were detected when the MS2BS was absent or when a control                       
MS2-MS2 protein was tested. 
His3p reporter expression was assayed using a growth assay.                 
Briefly, yeast were spotted on synthetic agar medium which was                   
permissive for growth (​i.e. supplemented with histidine) and grown                 
overnight. Next, the yeast were transferred onto selective media (​i.e.                   
lacking histidine, plus 40 mM 3-AT) using a velvet cloth intermediary. Yeast                       
were then grown at 30 C for 48 hours and imaged. High levels of growth                             
were detected when the MS2-Pab1p prey was tested against the MS2BS                     
bait, but not when either component was missing (Figure 4.2B). 
Both reporters effectively detected the high affinity MS2BS interaction                 
with MS2, however they were not able to clearly discriminate lower affinity                       
interactions. The MS2-MS2BS affinity was reduced by making a single                   
nucleotide mutation which lowered the pM affinity to 66 nM. Clear                     







Figure 4.2 The ​LacZ ​and ​HIS3 reporters were tested in PRIMA. A) ​LacZ                     
mRNAs containing the minimal ​unc-54 3’UTR were tested as baits with and                       
without the high affinity MS2BS against the MS2-MS2 negative control and                     
the MS2-Pab1p preys. Colorless X-gal was converted to a blue compound                     
only when the bait containing the MS2BS was tested against the                     
MS2-Pab1p prey. B) ​HIS3 mRNAs containing the minimal ​unc-54 3’UTR                   
were tested as baits with and without the high affinity MS2BS. Yeast was                         
able to grow only when the bait containing the MS2BS was tested against                         






From these experiments it was clear that PRIMA’s dynamic range                   
was low and therefore precise quantitative measurements would be                 
necessary for the robust signal measurements. GFP reporter expression                 





There are two primary methods for the capture and evaluation of                     
fluorescent signals: microscopy and flow cytometry. The MS2BS interaction                 
with MS2 was evaluated using both techniques. Initial tests used                   
fluorescence microscopy for GFP detection. Ultimately PRIMA was               
adapted to fluorescence cytometry for reasons that are detailed below. 
Evaluation of the MS2BS interaction with MS2 using microscopy                 
resulted in clear signal detection. Briefly, yeast colonies were grown at 30                       
C in synthetic liquid media overnight to saturate cultures. On the next day,                         
cultures were diluted in fresh media to an OD600 of 0.1 and grown for 6.5                             
hours to reach log phase. Cultures were then centrifuged at 2,000 RPM for                         
3 minutes, resuspended in 1X PBS and spotted on a glass slide with                         
coverslip. Images were taken using 630x magnification and 553 msec                   




most cells when tested against an MS2-MS2 prey (Figure 4.3A). In                     
contrast, a reporter bearing the MS2BS and an MS2-Pab1p prey resulted                     
in an increase in GFP signal that was detectable by eye. 
Next, the microscopy approach was adapted for quantitative               
measurements of GFP signal. Four images were taken capturing >300                   
cells for each sample. Cell boundaries were identified automatically using                   
CellProfiler (Lamprecht ​et al. ​2007) (Figure 4.3B). The median                 
fluorescence intensity was calculated for each cell and the population                   
distribution was plotted for each sample (Figure 4.3C). A two-fold increase                     
relative to controls results when both MS2BS and MS2-Pab1p are present.                     
Additionally, the interaction showed comparable signal to a GFP mRNA                   
that is polyadenylated and transcribed from the same promoter. 
Fluorescence cytometry provides an alternative method for             
quantitative measurement of GFP expression. Preparation of the cells is                   
identical to the microscopy method. In cytometry, the samples are                   
aspirated through a narrow nozzle and a laser light source excites the cells                         
as they pass. Forward scattered (FSC) and side scattered (SSC) light are                       
detected. These correspond to cell size and cell granularity, respectively.                   











Figure 4.3 Detection of GFP using fluorescence microscopy A) Control               
yeast expressing a GFP bait containing the MS2BS showed low levels of                       
GFP in most cells via fluorescence microscopy when tested against an                     
MS2-MS2 prey. Test yeast expressing the same bait showed qualitative                   
increases in GFP when tested against an MS2-Pab1p prey. B) CellProfiler                     
was used to automatically determine yeast cell boundaries from a given                     
fluorescence microscopy image. The median GFP expression for each cell                   
was determined and the 256-bit pixel intensity was normalized to 1. The                       






can be set to remove small signals that typically correspond to debris. A                         
fluorescence level is detected for each cell above the lower FSC boundary.                       
The fluorescence level is measured across the entire length of the cell as it                           
passes the detector. Therefore the quantified signal for each cell can be                       
represented as the peak cellular intensity, or as the integrated cellular                     
intensity. For PRIMA, the integrated cellular intensity was chosen because                   
it captures the total GFP levels within the cell. 
Flow cytometry data can be presented and evaluated in several                   
different ways. First, fluorescence signal can be plotted against FSC                   
wherein each point of the scatter plot corresponds to an individual cell                       
(Figure 4.4A). This qualitative assessment shows that the MS2BS                 
interaction with MS2-Pab1p results in more fluorescence than its                 
interaction with MS2-MS2. Second, the distribution of cellular intensities                 
can be evaluated (as with microscopy) (Figure 4.4B). This quantitative                   
analysis shows that the median fluorescence increases two-fold when                 
MS2BS is tested against MS2-Pab1p compared with MS2-MS2. Lastly, a                   
threshold can be applied to the population (Figure 4.4C). In this approach,                       
a threshold can be established which is exceeded by 1% of the negative                         












Figure 4.4 Detection of GFP using flow cytometry A) Scatterplots of flow                       
cytometry data showing the forward scatter and fluorescence               
measurements of each yeast cell in the population. Data is shown in                       
256-bit format. The control population containing the MS2BS shows low                   
levels of GFP expression when tested against the MS2-MS2 prey. The test                       
population shows increased levels of GFP expression in many cells when                     
tested against the MS2-Pab1p prey. B) Box and whisker plots of the same                         
data. C) Histogram of the same data. D) A threshold is determined in the                           
control population at which 1% of the cells are above it. The threshold is                           





analysis shows that the MS2BS interaction with MS2-Pab1p exceeds the                   
signal generated by MS2-MS2 by 21-fold. 
Flow cytometry is the preferred method for PRIMA. The principal                   
advantage over microscopy is that more cells can be measured in less                       
time. A typical 63x image field contains 50-100 yeast cells. An automated                       
microscope capable of taking two images per second would require 250                     
seconds to acquire images totalling 50,000 cells. In comparison, an                   
automated flow cytometer running an average acquisition rate of 2,000                   
cells per second would require 25 seconds to acquire the same data.                       





Different yeast genetic backgrounds have been known to affect the                   
interactions detected by heterologous assays such as yeast one- and yeast                     
two-hybrid (Braun ​et al. ​2009, Reece-Hoyes ​et al. ​2011). This includes                     
different forms of yeast (​i.e. ​haploid or diploid) and different strains of                       
yeast. The MS2BS interaction with MS2-Pab1p was tested in both forms of                       





The MS2BS interaction with MS2-Pab1p was tested in haploid and                   
diploid yeast. The same haploid ‘a’-type bait strains containing the MS2BS                     
or no binding site were used for both sets of experiments. Haploid yeast                         
were tested by transforming the bait strain with individual prey plasmids                     
and selecting colonies which grew on synthetic yeast media lacking                   
tryptophan and leucine. Diploid yeast strains were generated by mating                   
‘a’-type bait strains with ‘α’-type prey strains harboring different prey                   
plasmids. Matings were conducted on permissive yeast media overnight                 
followed by transfer to media lacking tryptophan and leucine for selection of                       
diploid yeast with both plasmids. 
Both yeast forms were capable of detecting the MS2BS interaction                   
with MS2-Pab1p. There was an increase in the number of cells expressing                       
high levels of GFP in both yeast forms (Figure 4.5A). Additionally, there                       
was an increase in the median GFP expression and the threshold fold                       
change for the interaction in both yeast forms (Figure 4.5B, C). Haploid                       
yeast showed a larger increase in signal using both measures. Preparation                     
of haploid yeast for each experiment (​i.e. ​haploid transformation) is more                     
time consuming than preparation of diploid yeast (​i.e. mating) and it is less                         
amenable to high throughput techniques. Overall the advantage of                 







Figure 4.5 The use of diploid and haploid yeast A,B) The diploid and                         
haploid yeast are both functional types for PRIMA. The diploid yeast have                       
slightly reduced background in the MS2-MS2 control population relative to                   
haploid. However, the haploid yeast have higher signal in the MS2-Pab1p                     





The MS2BS interactions with MS2-Pab1p were tested using four                 
different strains of yeast (Figure 4.6). Three different baits were tested                     
including the pM MS2BS, the 66 nM MS2BS and a non-binding ​fem-3                       
binding element (FBE). Four different yeast genetic backgrounds were                 
tested as baits versus three different yeast genetic prey backgrounds in                     
diploid format. This enabled a larger number of combinations to be tested.                       
No clear differences were observed between the different bait-prey yeast                   





The technical iterations outlined in this chapter were critical steps in                     







Figure 4.6 The use of different strains. Three different ‘a’ type bait yeast                         
strains were mated to four different ‘α’ type yeast strains and tested in                         
PRIMA. The pM, 66 nM MS2BS baits and a non-binding (FBE) bait were                         
tested against the MS2-MS2 and MS2-Pab1p preys. The relative threshold                   









The Protein-RNA Interaction Mapping Assay was successfully             
developed during this thesis project. PRIMA was designed and initially                   
developed using known interactions between the bacteriophage MS2 coat                 
protein (MS2) and its known binding site (MS2BS). Experiments were then                     
expanded to include the interactions between RNA elements and several                   
proteins from humans and ​C. elegans. ​PRIMA was demonstrated to                   
recapitulate known interactions between a 3'UTR and ​C. elegans RBPs.                   
Lastly, novel interactions were discovered including ​in vivo regulatory                 
interactions. 
There are four aspects of PRIMA which deserve additional                 
discussion. First, it will be important to highlight where PRIMA fits in relation                         
to current assays. Second, imminent applications of PRIMA will be profiled.                     
Third, potential technical improvements to PRIMA will be outlined. Fourth,                   











PRIMA was developed to fill a perceived void in RNA-RBP interaction                     
technologies. PRIMA detects physical interactions in a gene-centered               
manner, meaning that a scientist can begin with an RNA of interest and                         
identify the RBPs to which it binds. By demonstrating that full-length 3'UTRs                       
can be tested in PRIMA, it is clear that PRIMA will be useful for interrogating                             
large scale RNA-RBP gene regulatory networks. 
Previously, the only existing gene-centered assay was yeast               
three-hybrid (Y3H). Y3H is limited in that RNAs longer than 150 nucleotides                       
result in decreased signals. Additionally, tetrauridine signals (which are                 
common in 3'UTRs) can terminate bait RNA production thus limiting the                     
testable baits. In contrast, PRIMA is not limited by either threshold. This was                         
demonstrated by successful tests of the ​nos-2 and ​glp-1 ​3'UTRs. These                     
UTRs are both greater than 300 nt and contain seven and nine tetrauridine                         
stretches, respectively. Undoubtedly, PRIMA will have technical limitations,               
but these two critical milestones have been surpassed. 
PRIMA is a heterologous yeast-based assay - it is not an ​in vivo, in                           




variables that must be considered. For instance, the expression level of a                       
prey RBP may not reflect that of its ​in vivo cell type. Additionally, it cannot                             
be precisely controlled (and normalized) as is the case during ​in vitro                       
experiments. Furthermore, there are thousands of other molecules in the                   
yeast cell. The pair-wise RNA-RBP test is therefore not entirely 1-to-1 and                       
potential interactors include molecules which neither partner would see ​in                   
vivo. ​This means that a given RNA binding site could be blocked by an                           
unexpected yeast RBP or that a yeast RBP could alter the mRNA structure                         
occluding or exposing binding sites. Also, the prey RBP could sequestered                     
or altered by a yeast RNA or RBP affecting the prey’s effective levels or                           
localization. 
PRIMA is not the only theoretically possible gene-centered RNA-RBP                 
assay. It may be possible to perform gene-specific immunoprecipitation (IP)                   
of mRNAs followed by mass spectrometry identification of the bound RBPs.                     
Such assays have been performed following IP of total cellular mRNA                     
through targeting of the mostly ubiquitous polyA tail (Castello ​et al. ​2012,                       
Baltz ​et al. ​2012). Two analyses of specific genes were previously                     
performed using ​in vitro ​synthesized RNAs and peptide nucleic acids (PNA)                     
(Zielinski ​et al. ​2006, Butter ​et al. 2009), but subsequent follow-ups have not                         
been performed. Recently, the Xist long noncoding RNA was                 




mass spectrometry further demonstrating the potential of this method (Chu                    
et al. ​2015). Major advantages of this technology include detection of                     
interactions in an unbiased manner. However, there will likely be a                     
sensitivity issue resulting from attempted identification of low-abundance               
RBPs. Additionally, IP of low abundance RNAs may be challenging. Future                     





Additional, untested improvements to PRIMA are possible. For               
instance, modifications to the Pab1p portion of the prey may result in                       
improved activation and sensitivity. Truncated Pab1p constructs may               
improve prey expression or reduce steric hindrance between protein-protein                 
and protein-RNA interactions. Truncated, or mutated Pab1p molecules may                 
also reduce sequestration of the prey protein on endogenous mRNAs if they                       
are designed to no longer bind poly(A) mRNA. Alternatively, concatenation                   
of multiple Pab1p molecules may increase reporter activation. It is known                     
from yeast two-hybrid experiments that the orientation of the fusion protein                     
can affect the ability to detect interactions (Chen et al. ​2010). Therefore the                          




a panel of RNA-RBP interactions. Lastly, addition of a fluorescent protein                     
marker (​e.g. ​RFP) to the prey would enable real time analysis of prey                         
expression. Flow cytometry data could be gated to include only cells with                       
significant prey expression which may improve dynamic range. Additionally,                 
expression data would help to identify RBP preys which are untestable in                       
PRIMA. 
Improved constructs could be designed rationally and tested               
individually or a they could be selected in an unbiased manner from                       
randomized libraries. For instance, the existing Pab1p ORF in the                   
MS2-Pab1p could be replaced with alternative ORFs derived from random                   
PCR mutagenesis. The yeast strain expressing a GFP bait mRNA with the                       
66 nM MS2BS could then be transformed with the random prey library and                         
resulting colonies would then be assayed in PRIMA using fluorescence                   
activated cell sorting to select the yeast with the strongest GFP signals.                       
The ​PAB1 sequence from these yeast could then be sequenced to look for                          
enriched populations with enhancing mutations. Alternatively, the ​HIS3 ​bait                 
with an MS2BS could be transformed with the library followed by plating of                         
the cells on media lacking histidine and containing varying levels of 3-AT.                       
This would allow for a rapid selection of colonies with enhancing mutations.                       





The limits of PRIMA have not been established because only a                     
handful of 3’ UTRs have been tested. The longest 3'UTR tested is 363                         
nucleotides. The majority of 3'UTRs in ​C. elegans are shorter than 363                       
nucleotides, however longer UTRs exist (Mangone ​et al. ​2010).                 
Furthermore, higher complexity eukaryotes have longer 3'UTRs (Ulitsky ​et                 
al. ​2012, Derti ​et al. 2012). Particular complications may arise from                     
nonsense mediated decay of the bait mRNA as it is a length dependent                         
process in yeast (Amrani ​et al. ​2004). This issue may be circumvented                       
using a ​UPF1 ​deletion strain to eliminate nonsense mediated decay (Amrani                     
et al. ​2004). However, long sequences are more likely to contain spurious                       
polyadenylation signals. Polyadenylated mRNAs will lead to high GFP                 
expression through recruitment of endogenous Pab1p negating the ability of                   
a bound prey to generate detectable signal increases. These potential                   
concerns will need to be evaluated as additional baits are tested. 
Improvements to the PRIMA pipeline may help increase throughput                 
beyond the current capacity. The current bottleneck is the manual labor                     
associated with picking yeast colonies following prey transformation in each                   
bait strain. Improvements such as automated colony picking robots or                   
revisiting a yeast mating strategy (Reece-Hoyes et al. ​2011) would greatly                     
increase throughput. Additionally, alternative high throughput flow             









PRIMA will enable a rapid increase in the throughput of                   
gene-centered RNA-RBP interaction detection. There are many interesting               
questions to answer and many potential avenues of pursuit exist. This                     
subsection will outline a scale-up plan and the rationale which seeks to                       
capitalize on several worthwhile experiments en route to the delineation of                     
larger scale gene regulatory networks. 
PRIMA is a gene-centered assay and therefore it is only as valuable                       
as its RBP prey library. The ​glp-1 and nos-2 ​3'UTR baits are known to be                             
expressed in the ​C. elegans germline therefore the initial prey RBPs were                       
chosen based on expression in this tissue. 40 of the most highly expressed                         
germline RBPs were chosen from the list of ~250 gene-specific RBPs                     
(Tamburino et al. ​2013). Before testing additional PRIMA baits it would be                       
prudent to expand this library to include the majority of gene-specific (gs)                       
RBPs, an approximate 6-fold increase. Ultimately, additional predicted               
RBPs can be included in the prey library including C2H2 zinc fingers (which                         




may have gene-specific functions (Szostak and Gebauer 2013). Ultimately,                 
a genome-wide prey library would enable the unbiased testing of a bait                       
against all ORFs. However, the construction and maintenance of such a                     
large library would be costly and time consuming. Additionally, no organism                     
is known where >10% of it’s ORFs bind RNA. Therefore, >90% of the ORFs                           
tested in a genome-wide library would be likely be negatve for all baits                         
tested and thus not worth the time, effort and expense involved to test them. 
Concurrently, the PRIMA prey library can be expanded by searching                   
for RBPs in an unbiased manner. Many experimentally determined RBPs                   
contain no known RBD and therefore would not be predicted from                     
computational motif-based predictions (Tsvetanova et al. ​2010, Castello ​et                  
al. ​2012, Baltz ​et al. ​2012). Yeast one-, two- and three-hybrids have all                         
employed cDNA library screens to identify novel protein interactors                 
(Deplancke et al. ​2004, Li et al. ​2004, Zhang et al. ​1997). The same                                 
strategy could be adopted for PRIMA by altering the prey vector to enable                         
cloning of cDNAs. Screens could then utilize a two step strategy. First, a                         
bait mRNA is tested against a cDNA library using fluorescence activated cell                       
sorting to isolate potential prey interactors. Individual preys can be                   
determined through Sanger sequencing of individual colony plasmids or                 
enriched preys can be determined through deep sequencing of the input                     




recloned into the Gateway compatible prey vector and tested using                   
conventional PRIMA protocols. Alternatively, the bait mRNA can be                 
reconfigured with a ​HIS3 ​ORF and positive interactions can be selected                     
using media lacking histidine and contain 3-AT.  
The choice between these two methods will be based upon the                     
number of interactions and/or resulting colonies obtained in pilot screens                   
using known RNA-RBP interactions. Ideally, the cDNA library would be                   
normalized to include all ORFs at an equal frequency. In practice, the library                         
will be biased and more frequently represented ORFs may appear more                     
often. Many colonies would need to be picked to sample the lower                       
abundance ORFs. In contrast, deep sequencing the input and output                   
libraries may indicate potential enrichments at all frequency levels.                 
However, numerous sources of error may lead to erroneous hits and                     
increase the number of retests. In contrast, the ​HIS3 ​reporter selectivity can                       
be increased through addition of increasing 3-AT. Potentially, a level can be                       
reached where only true interactions are determined. The upfront work of                     
identifying hits would likely increase, but the downstream confirmation rate                   
would increase thereby balancing the effort. 
As additional RNAs and RBPs are tested in PRIMA many novel                     
interactions will be uncovered and a large scale comparison of PRIMA to                       




experiments to date recapitulated interactions with eight different RBPs (true                   
positives). Several known interactions have been missed, including those                 
between MEX-3, MEX-5, OMA-1, OMA-2 and the ​glp-1 ​3’UTR (false                   
negative). Additional interactions between the ​glp-1 ​and ​nos-2 ​3’UTRs and                   
RBPs have been observed. However, these RNA - protein interactions have                     
not been tested using an orthologous physical binding assay, such as                     
EMSA. Furthermore, these interactions are minimal in number compared to                   
the possible interactions that may occur between the thousands of 3’UTRs                     
and hundreds or RBPs in any given organism. Therefore a study comparing                       
PRIMA to an orthologous physical binding assay should be conducted with                     
suitable sample size for comparison. 
The regulatory consequences of PRIMA interactions should also be                 
evaluated at larger scale. Interactions were determined through testing of                   
two PRIMA 3’UTRs against 40 preys. Several known physical and                   
regulatory interactions were recapitulated, but only one new regulatory                 
interaction was discovered. Several possibilities exist for the discrepancy                 
between the observed PRIMA interactions and the lack of regulatory                   
consequences ​in vivo. ​Without validations of the novel physical interactions                   
it is possible that some PRIMA interactions are false positives. In contrast,                       
these physical interactions may be real, but their regulatory consequences                   




Also, it is possible that germline expression of the RBP has been                       
misannotated and should therefore be confirmed through alternative               
methods. In particular, the utilized annotations are based on RNA                   
expression and thus it does not confirm protein expression in the germline                       
(or subsection there of), as is the case for many genes. 
There are many options for systematic testing of baits in PRIMA and                       
several factors will direct this focus. Ideally, 3’UTRs will be tested using                       
PRIMA to identify physical interactions. The positive interactions will then be                     
assessed for regulation using ​C. elegans transgenic strains and RBP RNAi.                     
Currently, the availability of ​C. elegans ​transgenic strains is limiting and the                       
generation of additional strains is time consuming relative to the creation of                       
PRIMA strains. Therefore, preliminary, targets may be selected according to                   
available worm strains. 
Many exciting biological questions can be investigated with a working                   
PRIMA to RNAi pipeline, including the regulation of specific functionally                   
related or co-expressed mRNAs. For instance, coordinated expression by                 
RBPs within the germline is vital to development, but few examples of their                         
own mRNA regulation have been shown. Using PRIMA, RBP mRNAs can                     
be tested against RBPs to delineate a physical and regulatory cross-talk                     
network​. ​Additionally, transcription is known to be limited during oocyte                   




zygotic translation at the 4-cell stage. Using PRIMA, TF mRNAs can be                       
tested against RBPs to determine important physical events that may                   
impact early stages of development​.  
Ultimately many additional 3'UTRs will be tested in PRIMA through                   
progressive increases in the number of baits tested. Baits can be                     
systematically chosen according to protein family (​e.g. ​RBPs, TFs, Kinases,                   
etc.), by tissue (​e.g. ​germline, intestine) or both. The ultimate choice will                       
depend upon the researcher”s biological question and the scope of the                     
project. 
PRIMA was designed to interrogate 3'UTR-mRNA interactions in a                 
heterologous yeast based system. During development of PRIMA six short                   
RNA binding sites were successfully tested against five RBPs. This set                     
included one human splicing protein, NOVA1, demonstrating that additional                 
RNA elements including splicing silencers or enhancers can be tested in                     




Long term, hundreds of 3’UTR baits will be tested against thousands                     




a wealth of data. For instance, a matrix of 200 3’UTR preys tested against                           
1,000 RBP preys would contain 200,000 tests of 3’UTR-RBP interactions. 
A large dataset will enable the many interesting analyses. First, it will                       
be interesting to see how many positive interactions will occur within that                       
matrix. It is believed that many RBPs bind to a given mRNA throughout its                           
life, therefore many RBPs will be expected to interact with each bait. It is not                             
known what the definition of ‘many’ is. A given mRNA may be bound by                           
three to five RBPs, or it may be bound by 20 to 30 or more. The initial tests                                   
with the ​glp-1 ​and ​nos-2 ​3’UTRs resulted in seven and eight interactions,                       
respectively, of the 40 RBPs tested. Extrapolating this number means that                     
as many as 200 of 1,000 RBPs could bind to a single 3’UTR. Although it                             
should be reiterated that the mini-library was biased towards highly                   
expressed RBPs. 
It will also be interesting to see the pattern by which RBPs bind to the                             
set of 3’UTRs. For instance, many, or even all, 3’UTRs may be bound by                           
the same RBP. It is possible that this RBP may regulate many 3’UTRs, as                           
does Pab1p, or the RBP may bind with high affinity but low specificity. In                           
contrast, there may be several RBPs which interact with one or few 3’UTRs.                         





Ultimately, the bulk of the mRNAs will be bound by several RBPs and                         
larger patterns will begin to emerge. Many RBPs will undoubtedly associate                     
with RNAs from functionally related genes, as is the case with                     
RNA-regulons (Keene 2007). In contrast, a given mRNA may be bound by                       
functionally related RBPs which coordinate amongst each other to regulate                   
the mRNA spatially and temporally. This could also indicated that the RNA                       
is, in fact, regulating the related RBPs. Binding could result in re-localization                       
of passenger RBPs in the cell or temporary sequestration in cellular                     
granules. Alternatively, the mRNA may be bound by numerous, yet                   
functionally unrelated, RBPs whose only commonality is the message.                 
Combining the interaction data with knowledge of the RBPs’ functions,                   
expressions patterns and signalling pathways could lead to insights about                   





In this thesis I have outlined a gene-centered method for mapping                     
RNA-protein interactions. First, I have shown how computational predictions                 
can improve the annotations of RBPs in the organism ​C. elegans. ​Second, I                         




have validated it using known RNA-RBP interactions. Third, I have tested                     
full-length 3’UTRs in PRIMA against a small library of RBPs. This test                       
recapitulated many known interactions and discovered additional physical               
interactions, including one novel regulatory interaction. This work               
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